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1. 
I NTRODUQTION 
In the course cf the last fifteen years the general 
lnsect ecology of citrus orchards in. the Eastern Cape has 
provided the subject matter of four theses presented for 
the degree of M.Sc. of Rhodes University. The false 
codlin mo th, Argyronloc~ leucotieta Meyr., formed the 
subject of a thesis by Horne in 1939. Then in 1941 
the same insect formed the subject matter of a t hesis 
by Harris . The general ecology of a citrus ore-h.ard, 
~nth special regard t o the biologics~ control of citrus 
red sca~e, Aonioiell~ ~uraqti~ Mask., was the subject 
matter of vkdtehead's thesis in 1948. This was a much 
more general investigation t hen the precedi ng two t heses , 
and t ouched on many more aspects of citrus ecology. 
Another thesis deali ng with more general citrus ecology 
vras that of Smithers in 1953. 
I t might be thought t hat in the course of t hese 
four t heses, the subj&ct of citrus ecology would be 
practi cally exhausted, and a very thorough kno'\vledge of 
't>Ihat s.ctually takes place in. a citrus orchard '\vould be 
gained; !Jut, in fact each investigation merely indicates 
ho1•T vast a. subject ci tru.s ecology is, and hmti much more 
still re;aa.ins to be clarified. 
The ecology of a citrus orchard, or indeed any other 
-orchard •• • 
orchard, is completely unnatural and it is to be expected 
that its fauna is quite different from that of the 
surrounding countryside. In origin the citrus tree is 
Asiatic, and with its introduction into new countries, 
there have been introduced also various insects which are 
associated with the tree. These insects may actually 
attack the tree, for example, the various types of citrus 
scale, or they may be parasitic or predacious. Such 
imported insects frequently thrive more readily in their 
country of adoption than in the country from which they 
came, and unless steps are taken, or a state of' natural 
biological control exists, they may destroy the imported 
2. 
tree. It is obvious that under orchard conditions, where 
trees are grown as a permanent stand, close together in 
rows, with the ground between them kept free of veg~tation, 
conditions are ideal for the "t-lelfare and increase in 
numbers of insects which attack the tree. The success of 
the citrus industry in South Africa is due largely to the 
killing of noXious insects by chemical control, but is due 
also to the biological control effected by parasitic and 
predacious insects attacking the plant-eating species. 
Indeed, in some cases spraying and fumigating may often do 
more harm Shan good, as beneficial insects as well as 
harmful ones are killed . 
I n South Africa the most prominent among insects 
- t-hat ••• 
attack citrus trees is the citrus red scale, Aonidiella 
S!..urantii lrtask. This scale has been in evidence in this 
country almost since the cormnencement of the citrus 
indus~, and considerable work has been done on it. The 
general biology of red scale formed a large part of 
Nhi tehead' s thesis in 19lt8, but in none of the four theses 
already mentioned has anything but passing reference been 
given to citrus mussel scale, 1§pidosaphes beckii Newm. 
In recent years mussel scale, or as it is sometimes called, 
purple scale, has become more and more apparent in south 
Africa and is now to be found in most citrus growing areas . 
It is not an indigenous insect, having been introduced 
probably on hot house plants from England, but local 
conditions are apparently ideal for 1 ts survival, and in 
many areas it is causing great concern. Astudy of the 
general biology of mussel scale forms the greater part of 
this work. This scale has been previously worked on 
extensively in the United States of America and elsewhere, 
including the Transvaal. Little, however, has been 
done in the Eastern Cape, and it wa.s thought that a 
detailed study of this insect ' s habits under local 
conditions would be of interest and of value. 
The main field work for this thesis was carried out 
in the Bathurst area on the farm of Mr. Ross Purdon, 
- situated ••• 
4. 
approximately tvren~ miles fron Grahamstown. The orchards 
~ 
on this farm conta+ned trees of various ages and under 
various conditions of cultivation. The species of 
citrus used in this investigation were:-
The Lemon (Citru§ limonia) 
The Grapefruit (Q!ttY§ grggdis) 
The Orange (Citrus sinensis) 
Both "Valenciatr and 11Navel" varieties of arange were included . 
The orchards were not irrigated, but during 1954 the trees 
were in particularly good condition, and had not suffered 
in any 'tJTay from drought or from any other physical adversity. 
Several visits to the SUndays River Valley have enabled 
conditions there to be compared with conditions in the 
Bathurst area. 
Opportunities have also been offered for investigations 
into the habits of the common brown house ant , Pheidole 
1JlegacephaJ,a Fabr., under different conditions, and also for 
a superficial invest igation into the fauna of orChard soils. 
PART I 
THE BIOLOGY OF MUSSEL SCALE, LEPIDOSAfiiES BECK!! Nm~. 
CHAPn;R ON~ 
I nt;coduqt ion. 
Mussel scale, LepidOs§Phes beckii Newm. , (Fig . 4) , is 
an armoured scale of the family Coccidae. I n the United 
States of .America it is genera]y knmm as purple scale. 
Since the insect was first made known in 1869 it has been 
known by the following names:-
A§pidiotus Qitricoli PaCkard 
Coccus BeQkii Newman 
Mytilaspis fulva Targioni 
Mytilaspis citricola ComstoCk 
1epidosaphes pinqaeformis Kirkaldy 
Mytilococcus beckii (N~rm.) 
kepidosaphes beckii Newm. 
Although the insect had been described from Germany 
by Bouche in 1851, it vras first made known in the English 
"t')Ublication 11The Entomologist" in February, 1869. I n the 
same year Packard in the United states of America dascribed 
thv same insect, but the first complete description was 
given by Comstock in his 1880 report. 
The citrus tree, with l'Thich mur·sel scale is usually 
associated, is oriental in origin, and the original home of 
this scale is thought to be China or Tropical America, as 
indicated by vari ous host plants indigenous to those areas • 
... the ••• 
6. 
The scale was subsequently introduced into North America 
and rather more recently into the Mediterran£an regions. 
Today it is found in most citrus growing areas of the 
world, including Bermuda, CUba, Honduras, British Guiana, 
Brazil, Peru, Porto Rico, Argentine, Paraguay, Colorado, 
California, Florida, Louisiana, Java, Formosa; Fiji, 
Ha\..raiian Is., Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, Mauritius, 
West Africa, Madeira, South Africa, Mozambique, Uganda, 
Belgian Congo, Japan, China, Ceylon, Burma, Malaya, Spain, 
Italy, Sicily and Palestine. 
It is not certain from t>Thich country mussel scale was 
introduced into South Africa. Its occurrence was first 
reported in 1896 in two districts, Cape Town and Ste~lenbosch. 
I n one case the trees had been imported from Natal in 1889, 
and in the other case the scale had been introduced on trees 
from hot houses in England. 
Distripution in South ~fr~~~· 
Stof~erg (1937) states that mussel scale assumes 
the proportions of' a rtpest" only in the Transvaal lowveld, 
SWellendam district, Natal mist belt, and Portuguese East 
Africa; but in recent years this scale has spread so rapidly 
\ 
and its numbers have increased so rapidly; that it has 
caused great concern in many areas. The insect prefers 
a humid climate and is found mainly in the coastal belt. 
It has been reported in the Cape Peninsula., Stellenbosch, 
- Somerset ••• 
?. 
Sollcrset West, ~rorcestsr , ~rellend&q, East London district? 
Bathurst, Port Elizabeth~ Ui tenhage, the Natal coast, Greytown, 
Pietermari tz'burg and the Eastern Transvaal. In 1950 this 
scale -:ras ranked as a 11major pest" in the ·Hestern and eastern 
Trru1svaal, the Eastern Cape Coastal area, parts of the North 
Ea~tern Cape and in the SWellendam and Heidelberg areas of the 
Western Cape Provir..ce. In the Sundays lli ver Valley mussel 
scale has been knm·m for about twenty years and in the l ast 
six or seven years has become firmly established, and in some 
places it seems to be ta¥~ng the place of red scale. 
~conomic I mportance of ~~ssel Seal~. 
Mussel scale has always been of great economic 
importance as it yields less readily to treatment than do 
most other scales. Where the scale occux·s on leaves it 
causes a yellowing of the leaf and may cause leaf drop. I n 
only exceptional casec are entire trees killed by th~s scale, 
but frequently a portion of the tree is killed. I n the 
course of this '\>lCrk it t·ms repeatedly observed that the 
more shady south easter n side of a tree vras partly lacking, 
almost certainly as a result of h0avy mussel scale 
infestation. I njury to the tree is caused directly by the 
feeding of' the scale which does not secrete honey···do"r. Where 
the scale occurs on ripening fruit it often delays t he 
colouring, and a gr een spot persists around the scale while 
-the ••• 
the rest of the fruit ripens. The insec~ is tough and 
becomes firmly attached to the plant, and ordinary 
packhouse brushing will not remove it. Mussel scale is 
very resistant to both fumigation anu spraying. 
flp§t Pl£mt§• 
8. 
Tne chief host plants of mussel scale are Citrus spp., 
and all varieties are attacked. Laboratory experiments 
carried out in the course of this work have failed to estab-
lish a preference for any particular variety of citrus, but 
in the field it ,·as observed t hat lemon trees were less 
heavily infested than grapefruit and orange trees . 
Besides citrus, mussel scale is recorded from fig, 
olive, croton, oak, coleus, murraya, pecan, palm, mango, 
Eleagnys, Banksia integrifolis, Taxus cuspidata, ~ercidipp~llum. 
japonicum, Pomaderris apetala, Balsamocitrus, foncirus, 
Mqlpighia glabra, Cassia, Hibiscus, Lavang2, Allamanda, 
~yeas, Viscum, Magnolia, Toddelia; Wigandia, and others. 
Dv~ing 1954 mussel scale was observed on no plant other 
than citrus, although careful inspections w( re made of those 
indigenous plants bordering the orchards investigated. 
CHAP'tER TWO 
Li~e History of Mussel Scale, 
I n order to study the life history of mur-sel scale and 
obser ve the different stages, adults were reared from active 
crawl ers taken from beneat h adult females and released on t o 
t'tvo cl ean, unripe oranges , These oranges were placed on 
the mouths of tt'TO small bottl es so that the stems t'lere 
i mmersed in water , and the scales completed their life cycle 
befor e the condition of the frui t s deteriorated . The 
bottles cont aining the fruit were covered 1vi t h lamp glasses, 
over the upper ends of which '\ver e clamped pieces o~ organ0ie. 
I n this way the scale on tho frui t was protected f rom any 
parasites or predators 'trrhich may have been present in the 
laboratory. Four crawlers \rTere released on one frui t and 
nine on the other. They were all released on the u~per 
surface of the fruit , and all but one settled almost exact ly 
i·Ihere they were placed . One wandered t o the lov1er surface 
and ivas discarded, as it could not be observed wi t hout 
inverting the f r nut . Measurements of the scales ' external 
dimensions were made at three-day intervals vri th the aid of 
a compound microscope removed from its normal stand and 
mounted on a retort stand, (Fig.l). By this means , both 
the fruit and the bottle could be placed beneath the micro-
scope, A graduated eye-piece enabled dimensi .... ns to be de-
' termined, I t was possible to measure only the external 
-dimensions • •• 
Figure 1 
Compound Microscope mounted 
on Retort Stand . 
9a . 
10 . 
dimensions, i.e. the dimensions of the scale armour, 
because if the scale is inverted it is killed. The 
external dimensions, however, reflected the condition of 
the insect beneath the scale covering, and the condition of 
t he naked in~ect could be determined by examining s cales 
of corresponding dimensions on fruit from the orchards. 
Of th, t1·mlve crat-llers or iginally released only three females 
and one male reached maturity. The stages of development of 
these four insects were recorded , (F-Igs . 2 and 3). 
Fig. 2 shews the length and \'lidth of a female scale 
plotted against the corresponding length a~d width of a 
male scale. Fi g. 3 shews the corresponding dimensions of 
the other t1vo females, ana it is striking hotv closely they 
correspond. The females used in Fig. 3 were both fertilised, 
and growth of the scale armour stopped \'Ti th tbe production 
of eggs; both females had laid eges by the time the 
experiment was abandoned. The female used in Fig. 2, 
hm~ever, tias never fertilised, and at the time the experiment 
was abandoned the scale armour was still increasing in l ength, 
although the female beneath vras quite small , and had produced 
no eggs . 
I n the early stages of development, the insects 
occasionally she'\:T a \:ecrease in size . This is due to the 
fact that the grovTth of the insect causes distortion of the 
early rather flimsy cottony secretions, and alters the 
- external ••• 
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extr rnal dimensions . 
The experiment lasted from the 28th August, 1954 until 
the 1st December, 1954. The actual di~ensions of the scales 
are given in Table I of the Appendix. 
The Egge, 
The Egg, (Fig . 4) is pearly \vhite in colour, vrith -t·he 
surface slightly granulate. Thoy are oval 11hen laid, but 
usually become laterally compressed m1der the dorsal ~our 
of the female, and the oval shape is frequently lost. '1\rel ve 
eggs were measured using a compound microscope with a 
graduated eye-piece and it \Tas found that their lengths ranged 
from 0. 294 mm. to 0. 266 mm., and their widths f rom O. l75mm. to 
0 . 125 mm . 
The eggs are protected by the dorsal armour of the adult 
f emale under which they 2re arranged in rmrs and stand partly 
on end . The total number of eggs }. roduced by one female 
varies, but it is consider ably larger than the number found 
beneath t be scale armotU> at a..ny one time, because as fresh 
eggs are laid the more mature ones are hatching at the 
posterior end of the scale armour, and activo cr r"'i.-Tlers are 
emerging. The greatest number of eggs counted vra s ninety-
four, but so high a figure was unusual, and the average number 
-vras usually heb-Teen forty and sixty. The maximU'!n number of 
e t,gs produced \'lould be considerably higher, as vacated egg 
cases were usually fcund beneath the females exa.r;dned . Eggs 
-are .• • 
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Figure 4 
AduJ.t Male and Female Mussel Scale. 
Dorsal and Ventral Aspects-
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are deposl t ed over a period of three to four tV"eeks and 
hatching occurs two to four v:eeks after oviposition, 
depending on climatic conditions. The area beneath the 
scale armour is l imited, and in order to accomodate the eggs 
the female has to contract as eggs are doposi tEld, {Fig. 5) • 
. :rfle Active Lar"£a •. 
The active larva, or crawler, (Fig. 6), hatches beneath 
the female armour and smerges from beneath the posterior end, 
1tJhere the armour is not fi:~ed to the r lant surface. 
Measurements shavred that tb.e dimensions of crawlers llere 
slightly greater than those of the eggs, the lengths varying 
from 0 . 322 lJ}ID. , to0 . 294 HE., and the widths from 0 . 175 mm . to 
0 . lL.-6 mm . The active cra~rler is flat and oval, yellowish-
bro"'tlm in colour, wit~·.~. the posterior tip rather more brO\m 
than t..h.e rest of the insect. The antennae are six-jointed 
'\vi th the first joint broader than the others, and the last 
joint annulate. 
Apart from the \Iinged. male, the crawler is the only 
active stage in tne life cycle of mussel scale, and therefore 
its movements determine the fate of the adult. Crawlers 
are reported w·endering for as long as three days before 
settling, but during this '\.vork they \vere never observed to 
'\.va.nder for more than a fe-vr hours, an.d seldom travelled far 
from the parent scale. 
The crawlers W(:T•e considered to play so important a 
-role • •• 
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ralc in the li.fe history of mussel scale that a separate 
section is later devoted toa discussj.on of their behaviour. 
Durtng one ex:'1crim(mt under :':)rot cctei laboratory 
condi ti0ns it ~·ra.s found that of ·brelve cra1tTle:r ~ released on 
to the surfrlce of tl.;o oranges elev0n became established, but 
under natural cond.i tions pro11ahly only a very small percentage 
actue.lly s'3ttle . Quaylo (1912) found that ove:n under 
protected conoi tions only about 5o,: became established. 
Second Stage. 
Once the cr~rler settles and begins to feed, its mobil e 
stage is terminated, and it takes on a nm., form. At this 
stage there is still no apparent difference in the sexes, 
and it is not until after the first moult, which was fo~tnd to 
occur approxlmat ely twenty-seven days after settling, that 
differences coula be dist inguished. 
I t was observed that within four houa's of sett ling 
two silky threads were secreted from the ~mterior end of the 
insect's body, apparentlj7 from beneath the margin . They 
vTere vei•y long, an~ their nu.7Jlerous coils completely enveloped 
the body of the ne\'lly-settled cravTler, (Fig.7) . These 
t hreads seem to serve a protective function, and it was 
observed that many predators on oncount ering them turned a\·ray . 
Some coccinellid larvae, e . g • .f.l..?j;.J..I1lii~·o~.:S S!Jp . (Fig.55), ~Th..ich 
are covered \'lith vrru-::y strands, ca.."l become comple tely entangled 
when scales at this stage are present in large numbers . 
-Until • • • 
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Until the secretion of the permanent scale armour these 
silky threads are the only protection the insect has. This 
is commonly known as t he "i'uzz 11 stage, and frequently gives 
the fruit the appearance of being covered by sone fungous 
mould . These strands may persist even after the more compact 
permanent covering has been secret ed . 
After the secretion of the silky threads, the secretion 
of the permanent scale covering is begun. This is prmduced 
as very fine threads which cover the insect far more compactly 
than did the first two threads . I t was observed that t he 
covering started at the po~terior e:nd and gradually moved 
forvrard, until by sixty hours the greater part of the insect 
vJas covered, (Fig. 7). This secretion eYtends unteriorly 
over the a_ntennae . As the 1.nsect becomes older the scale 
cover i ng hecomes more compact . It is , hmrever, semi-
transparent, and it was noticed that where crawlers had 
settled on marks made on the. fruit surface Hi th indian ink, 
the marks shewed through t he covering even of adult scale. 
After approxims.tely t ,:enty- seven days the insect undergoes 
a .1oul t, ru.d from then om.rards t!~ ~re are considerable 
diff('rences in the development of t"le t\m sexes . 
The second stage insect, (Figs. 8 and 9), is purplish-
vhite vtth a brmm post<. rior tip . It has no distinct eyes , 
but in the case of the male towards the end of this stage 
b:Io pRirs of eyes 'become apparent from the coalescence of 
-purple ••• 
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Figure 8 
Second stage mussel 
scale. Male .. 
· 0 · 5 MM. 
Figure 10 
Female at 46 days. External. 
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Figure 9 
Second stage mussel 
scale. Female. 
O ·SMM. 
Figure 11 
Naked adult female 
mussel scale. 
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purple er~~ules . ~1~ length of the second stage male is 
about 0 , 65 mm. and its \vidth about 0.25 mm. The length 
and breadth of the corresponding fe~ale ru~ e about 0.50 mm . 
and o.4o •..m . respectively. 
]ev~lopm.@t of the FemgJ.e , 
After the first moult the female grous steadily for 
about two tveeks and much wax is laid down, (Fig . 2). Fig . 9 
shews the appearance of the nalted female shortly after t he 
firs t moult . All signs of limbs, antennae and eyes have 
been lost . It is translucent nnd purplish white i n 
colour . Fig. 10 shevTS the external appearance of the 
female after forty six days , approximately half way between 
t he first and second moults . The first exuviae is seen 
at the anterior end incorporated in the dorsal scale, and 
above it are the remains of the original silky strands . 
A further period of approximately ~wo weeks foll ows 
during which no growth of the scale armour occurs . The 
second moult then: occurs and brings the female to maturity. 
Gro\-rth how·ever, continues for some time after this, and 
wax continues to be laid down. It was found that if the 
female t!J'aS fertilised, wax ceased to be laid down about 
eight y days after settling, but where fertilisation did not 
occur, wax continued to be secreted although the female 
di d not grow. Fig. 11 sb.mvs t he adult naked female . I t 
is pale yellowish white to purplish white in colour, wit h i ts 
- posterior • • • 
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posterior end rediish brown. Its pygidium is rather large 
and broad and is not heavily chi tinised. I ts width is 
approximately 0.7 mm. and its lengt h varies according to the 
number of eggs 1 t has produced, (Fig. 5) . I t will be seen 
t hat the maximum length obtained by a female is approximately 
1 . 3 rom . after which eggs are produced and tho length 
dimi nishes . v~ere eight y six eggs were present the length 
of the parent \•Tas only about 0.7mm. The data used in Fig. 5 
are given in table VII of the appendix. 
Fig . 12 shews the externaJ. appearance of a female 
sevent y one days after settling. The illustration was 
made from the same insect used for Fig. 10, and its 
dimensions after the first moult may still be seen. The 
widt h of this insect did not alter after tr~s stage, alt hough 
it continued to increase in length. 
As the female matures and egg laying begins a film is 
secreted from the ventral lateral portions and forms a sheath 
protecting the ventral side of the insect and the newly-laid 
eggs, (Fig . 4) . In the illustrati n the sheath has been 
split to expose the female beneath it, but normally i t is 
continuous for ap<roximately two- thirds of the body leng~, 
opening posterj_orly i n the region cf emerging crawl ers. 
Oviposition begins approximately fifteen days after 
fertilisation, vThi ch is approximately seventy-five days aft er 
settling, (Fig . 3), and continues for up to one month. The 
-female ••• 
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Figure 12 
Female 71 days. External . 
Figure 13 
Male 33 days . External. 
Q25•m· 
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female dies v.ftcr the :.eposition of her complete quota of 
eggs, and her entire life cycle takes from four to six 
months, '\Jl'1..ich tvould permit three or four generations a year . 
The maximum quota of eggs was not determined, but a ccording 
to Stofbcrg it is about t\.1o hundred and sixty-four . 
The adult female is the most conspicuous form ofthe 
scale, ~1d is easily recognised on infested trees . The 
scale armour is mussel-shaped , elongate, and generally slight-
ly curved. It is narrower anteriorly, and broadened 
posteriorly with flattened paler marginal areas . At t he 
posterior end there is a portion of the armour where it is 
not fixed to the plant substrate; by way of this 11flaptt the 
cratvlers emerge and the style of the male is inserted during 
copulation. The scale is transversely rugose,- bearing 
cons ~icuous lines of gro'\tTth. It is purplish brown to 
yellow brow in colom... The female is considerably 
larger than the male, (Fig .4) . 
,Pevelopment of the Male. 
Mter the first moult wax is laid dovm in semi-
circular bands posteriorly and the male grovrs steadily 
for approximately two weGks, (Figs . 2 and 13). Fig. 13 
shev1s a male mussel scale thirty three days after settling. 
At the anterior end can be seen the more woolly early 
covering and posterior to this are circular bands of 
harder more shiny waxy covering which began to be laid 
- down • • • 
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Figure 14 
Propupa. 
17a . 
O·SMM. 
Figure 15 
Male 46 days . External. 
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down after the first moult. 
About forty one days after settling the male moults a 
second time vrhich brings it to the propupal stage, (Fig.l4) . 
This stage is distinguished from the true pupa by its less 
fully developed appendages shewn by their enclosing sheat hs . 
The propupa is rather fleshy and is purple in colour. 
Ventral eyes are large, dark and close together. The 
dorsal eyes are smaller and f arther apart . The length is 
approximately o.8omm. and the width approximately o.45mm. 
I t is between the second and third moults that '"ax ceases 
to be laid dovm, and growth of the scale armour ceases, 
(Figs.15 and 16). 
The propupa gives rise, after eight or ten days, to 
the pupa, (Fig . 17). This stage is approximately o.85mm. 
in length (including the style) and about 0.30mm. wide, at 
i t s vlidest point, which is to'\>Jards the posterior end. It 
is similar in colour to the propupa, but the sheaths of the 
legs, antennae and wings are more conspicuous and are more-
or-less free from the body. The eyes are dark purple, and 
the ventral pair is closer together than the dorsal pair. 
After a further period of approximately ~relve days 
the pupa moults and gives rise to the adult male, (Fig.18). 
The adult male emerges from the pupal exu\'Eae approximately 
sixty to seventy days after the crawler settled, but may 
not leave the scale covering for some time, depending on 
-ext ernal ••• 
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Figure 16 
Malo 51 d~ys. External.. 
0 ·5 MM. 
Figure 18 
Adult Mo...l..e. 
0·5 MM. 
Figure 17 
Male pupa. 
l8a. 
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c:>:. ternal clim.a tic condition~ • 
The adult malo is of a general y011ow eo lour w1 th 
purple o.r~as c:pecial.ly towards the anterior end. '!be 
antennae are tcn-jointod. At the posterior end there is 
a st~l~ l.fhich is usee during copulation. fu(; wing expanse 
iz approximt:.tely 1 .5~. a.l"l.C. the bouy length, excluding 
style and antennae i~ approximately o.6mm. 
Ib,c .. J3,cjliJ.vi,P.~_QJ .... ;th~. A.dlY.:f4.k!eJ..§_lllts§e~. 
Tho length of titno spent by tho adult male tnu,ssel 
scale beneath t,.lc scale covering be.for~; emerging seems to 
J.ep€:nd on thL. tomp<..Xaturc, for 1 t can bG she"Wn that a 
sudden rico in te:npcrc.ture will be followoo. by the 
:::i.nlul tanoous appe.J.rance of .numerous winged moles . 
During the period .f.l.n"ch 25th to April 2cmd 195'+ 
parasite emergence bo:r.:~J were cm.p~oyed in the laboratory. 
These uero ordi.ua.ry cardboard boxes with circuloo." holes in 
t..llan :l.n -wh:i.cll were placeu glass tost•tubcs. Into the boxes 
\lC.D pl~ccd mussol scale-infested orange material -. trui t, 
leav~s, anti t'.dgs - a.ttd tho boxes sealed. I t was hOT)ed 
that sufficiently large numbers of the parasite AJm!9iQ'!f!.P.b~ 
J.~ (Be:rlese and Paoli) would oo.ter the 11la'lrl.nated 
tubes to enable a stuuy of its life history to be lll.ade. I n 
fact, very few parasi tcs were obtaine-d , but winged male 
mussel scale appearo:.. in such large numbers that 1 t was 
•COnsidered • •• 
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considered "t·rorth vrhilc to k·~ep records. The numbers of 
males in the tubes w~re therefore counted each evening at 
sundovm and the temperature in the laboratory at the time 
of counting 'las recorded . Fig. 19 shews the daily numbers 
of male mussel scale entering the tubes with corresponding 
temperatures plotted above them. It c~ be seen that the 
numb, rs of males correspond very closely t~ the temperatures . 
It can be seen also that a sudden rise in temperature brings 
forth lar~e numbers of males. The males could obviously 
not all be developing at exactly the same rate and time, 
a.~..!d t hey must therefore be fully mature for some time before 
they actually emerge . Uhere t\·10 hot days followed closely, 
e . g. 2nd and 3rd April, it is possible that most mature 
males emerged on the 2nd April, and there were comparatively 
few left to emerge the follovring day, aJ. though the 
temperature "tvas greater. The nambers fall off towards 
the end of tl1..at period, because the plant mat erial vras 
never replenished. 
Similar experiments were carried out for the periods 
28th July to 2nd September, 9t h September to 9th October, 
and lOth October to 9th November, 1954, (Figs . 20, 21, 22 
and 23). (Figs . 22 and 23 cover the same period, but for 
Fig. 22 orange material was used, and for Fig . 23 grapefruit 
mat erial was used . This \tras done in connection with 
parasites, and will be dis~~ssed later (Page 70). In 
-these ••• • 
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Figure 19 
Emergence of winged male mussel scale in 
the laboratory, March 25th to April 22nd, 1954. 
21. 
these experiments the pa.ra.si te boxes were r;laced on a 
veran.dah and were shielded from direct sunlight . A 
ma xirnum and minimum thermometer vms placed on the shady 
side of the box and readings taken every evening. At the 
same time counts 111ere made of what had emerged into the 
tubes. Except in the eases of Figs. 19 and 22 the same 
cardboard box was used for each set of exr eriments . In 
this uay it was possible to use approximately the same 
amount of infested grapefruit material for eaCh period 
covered by the experiment . Only twigs and leaves \.rere 
used in the last four experiments as it \!TC\ S found that 
fruit tended to deveihop mould. It is unlikely that any 
males entering the tubes returned subsequently to the box, 
as the high humidity in the tubes usually caused the males 
to adhere to their inner '"alls. 
The results of these four experiments are plotted in 
the same manner as the first experiment 5 out both max:tmum 
and minimum temperatures are shei·m . Again it is seen that 
the numbers of males emerging correfipond closely to the 
temperatures, and it suggests that it is a sudden rise in 
the maximum temperature t hat brings forth le.ree nuJnbers of 
males. 
The tabulated results of these experiments are given 
in Tables II, I I I, IV, V and VI of the appendix. The 
numbers include winged male red scale, but their numbers 
-were • •• 
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were very small and would not alter t he appearance of 
the figures. 
It can beseen that males emerge and are active 
throughout the winter months, although their numbers 
increase as summer approaches. (See also Fig. 37). 
They usually emerge with their Wings fully expanded, 
but one was observed t o leave the scale covering wi t h its 
wings crumpled; and to rest for over tb~ee hours While t hey 
expanded . 
Quite a number of males seem to perish as a result of 
being trapped under their scale armour. During the 
extensive scale· counts made in connection with seasonal 
distribution , (Page 56), dead but undamaged males were 
frequently round beneath their scale armour. 
The length of life of a male once it has left its 
scale covering is probably not more than about ~~enty-four 
hours, for a large proportion of those trappe& in the 
parasite emergence tubes during the day \vere dead by the 
evening, and t hose used for fertilising females did not 
remain alive in the laboratory for more than about twelve 
hour-s . 
Although adult male mussel s cales are delicate and 
small, observations in the laboratory shffived that t hey are 
quite active fliers and fly determinedly in the direction of 
a light or a window. Under natural conditions, however , 
-they ••• 
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Figure 22 
Emergence of male scal e, and the parasite Aspidioti~gus_ 
lounsburyi, from orange mater ial. 10.10.~ - 9.11. 
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Emergence of male scale, and the parasite .AP~ 
chrxsowHhali, from grapefruit material. 10 .1~9t- 9.11.)4. 
they must be very mueh ~tthe mercy of the \!lind • 
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Copulation bet\!Jeen mussel scale i.vas obsG:rV()d on 
certain occasions in the laboratory t<Jhen male mussel scale 
tvere released on to a s ca~e-infested fruit or leaf placed 
under a bri~ht light. A male trou~d urc..lk round and round 
a group of scal0s in narrowing circles until a suitable 
female was fotmd. It vrould then take up a position w1 th 
its :mtennae and wings pointing vertically up-v.rard.s and its 
posterior abdomen direct6d dovm.wards towards the posterior 
end of the female to be fertilised. The st;jde would then 
be inserted beneath the posterior end of the female scale 
armour, and a series of jerking movements effected by 
bending and stretching the hind legs, 1:10uld be performed 
by the male. At the same ttme the male \~Fould revolve in 
circles using its style as its axis cf rot~tion. Tais 
process would continue for about four minutes, after t~uCh 
the male would clean its style \vi th its hind l egs and 
continue t-landering over the plar.:.t surface. Usual-ly the 
male w·ould return sev·sral times to the same female and the 
process would be repeated. 
Frequeatly a single suitable fema~e wan selected from 
extremely dense patches of scale and it was only after 
removing many scales that the actual female fertilised was 
subsequently discovered . 
-Parthenogenesis • •• 
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Parthenogenetic breedings were carried out by 
Bodenheimer (1951) but parthenogenesis is not the normal 
procedure. 
MoJ.ll tj._J;;l.g • 
The actual process of moulting vras not observed as it 
takes place beneath the scale armour. Accordj_ng to Quayle 
(1912) the rent in the cuticle occurs on the ventral side, 
and the exuviae become incorporated in the dorsal covering; 
the antenal and pygidial characters are not changed as the 
insect pulls itself from within. He states that the 
first and second cast exuviae of the male are incorporated 
in the scale covering, but with the f emale only the first 
cast exuviae is incorporated. The succeeding male exuviae 
are pushed posteriorly from beneath the scale covering. 
In the case of the male 1:rhose grot-rth ·curves are plotted in 
Fig. 2, the discarding of the pupal exuviae was observed. 
Sixty three days after settling, the posterior one-third 
of the insect projected from beneath the sca~e covering and 
the pupal exuviae ,.,as discarded outside the covering on the 
surface of the fruit. According to Stofberg (1937), the 
second and third cast e:A'Uviae are usually pushed out 
together. 
25 • 
. ~he Beh~y-lour of J1.1l~.l ~c'3l_~..P~:1.~1:.§. 
The distribution and spread of mussel scc.le is effect ed 
entirely by the cra'\o.'ler~ Hhich, C'.part from the ~dnged males, 
are the only form of t..'l.e insect 1<1hic!1 is mobile. Attention 
was dra1m. to the behaviour anc. ha.bi ts of cra'\!Tlers ":Then 
attempts were made in the laboratory to try to breed mussel 
scale in l~xge n~~bcrs. 
~perim_gp.;t 1. 
The method first employed vras that def!cribed 1:lY 
Campbell and Moulton, and 1vo.s the method u.sed by Yust and 
Munger in California, and by ~·Jhi tehead in Grahamstown; in 
both cases the method was employee. in connection 1-ti th the 
breading of citrus red scale, (~q_nidiella aurant;t:t_ Mask). 
The apparatus is essentially that 9:1 mvn in Fig . 2lr, except 
that the bottle and oranges are placed in a darkened box 
which is open at the top only. f.he lowor f~uit, whose 
stem is in 1vater, is scale-infested :md is separated from 
the upper clean fruit by a 3.5 inc.'h cone of grey paper. The 
apparatus worked well with red scaJ.e, and the craulers 
readily travelled upwards to the illum.inate1 fruit, but when 
used in connection with mussel scale no c'!'e~·rlers migrated . 
Since mussel scale tends to be more consely distribut ed 
on the shady side of trees (see section on Distribution, 
-page •• • 
Figure 2lr Figure 25 
Figure 26 
Figure 27 Fi e;ure 28 
Apparatus used in Ir.xneriments 1 , 2 and 3 
for investigating thG behaviour of mussel scale 
c:r::n·rlers. 
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page 49 ), and in vievr of the fact that in literature it is 
frequently stated that mussel scale crawlers are negatively 
phototropic, a modified form of the above apparatus was set 
up. 
~periJllen t 2. 
This time the illumination was from belovt, (Figs, 25 
and 26). The bottles and oranges were placed on a glass 
platform tdth white paper beneath to reflect the light 
upwards, (Fig. 25). A cardboard box ~ras then placed over 
the bottles, (Fig. 26) . This apparatus 'tvas set up together 
with the one previously described, and both were left from the 
19th April to the 26th June 1954, after which time the fruits 
were inspected under a binocular microscope. There had been 
no migration f~om one fru:tt to another. The lower fruit, 
hovrever, had become even more densely covered with mussel 
scale, and had acquired a fluffy appearence as a result of 
the "fuzz" from the newly settled cra"Yrlers. 
The conclusion from these two experiments was that 
mussel scale cra'\~Tlers do not vTander far from the parent 
scale, and it vTas later decided. to set up another experiment 
in whiCh the fruits would be closer togeti1er • 
.,!gc.nerimcnt 3. 
The a~)paratus used for this experiment is shevm in 
Figs. 27 and 28. The contaminated fruit was placed in the 
mouth of a bottle in the lo'\·Ter box which had large 
-rectangular ••• 
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rectangular holes cut in its sides so that the lower fruit 
could be well illuminated. The upper (clean fruit) made 
contact w1 th the lower fruit through a small hole in the top 
of the lower box. A small cardboard box was used to keep 
the upper fruit in darkness (Fig . 28) . This box was 
moistened from time to ttme to prevent the fruit from 
beooming too dry. All but adult female scales were 
removed from the lower fruit. The apparatus was set up on 
the 14th September and examined again on the 5th October 1954. 
It was found that a total of seventy four had migrated. 
Of these, thirty one had gathered at the point of contact 
between the two fruits, thirteen had settled at t he other 
pole of the .lower fruit around the mouth of the bottle, and 
~enty six were scattered over t he lower fruit surface. 
The results of this experiment suggested that crawlers 
are attracted to the point s of contabt and are not particular· 
aver xe to strongly-illuminated surfaces. 
It was then decided to repeat Experiment 3 rather more 
extensively, using several sets of different fruits so that 
the crawlers could indicate any preference for a particular 
fruit. 
Experiment 4 . 
T.he previous apparatus was modified so that migrations 
on to three different frui t s as well as a control co~d be 
carried out at onee. The apparatus used is shewn 
-in ••• 
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AppE1ratus used in Experiment 4. 
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in Fig. 29, and consisted of four units similar to that used 
in Experiment 3. The upper fruits in thi s experiment were 
covered by shortened cardboard bottle- covers '\'rhich could 
be dipped in water to prevent the fruits beneath them from 
drying up. The unit on the left served as a control and 
its upper fruit "toras not kept in darkness . 
The lower fruits were all green fresh oranges from whiCh 
all forms of scale had been removed. Any flaws in the 
surface of the fruits were filled with 11Plasticinett so that 
no crawlers should be lost. 
For convenience the units are referred to as A, B, c, 
and D reading from left to right, so that the control becomes 
A. 
I n this experiment the upper fruit in B was an orange, 
C was a lemon, and D was a grapefruit. Two oranges were 
used in the control unit. Each fruit was examined and 
cleaned before being placed in position. 
The apparatus was set in position with four lights 
shining on the lower fruits, and twenty active mussel scale 
crawlers were placed on each of the lower fruits. These 
era 11lers '\'rere taken from beneath mature female scales on 
fresh orange leaves. The leaves were first placed for a 
few minutes beneath a bright and rather hot light vlhich 
t ended to activate t he crawlers and cause them to emerge 
from beneath the parent. The leaves were examined in 
-turn ••• 
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turn and any freely moving crawlers were transferred to the 
lot'ler fruits by means of a very fine needle. The crawlers 
adhere very readily to suCh a needle and need be damaged in 
no vray provided they are handled carefully. Further 
crawlers were obtained by inverting mature female scales. 
Only crawlers which had either been removed from beneath 
the parent or which had been seen emerging from the parent 
were used. This overcame the possibility that crawlers 
might have been active for some time and might have been 
about to settle before being removed . 
The experiment was set up in the evening of the 
0 
11th October, when the laboratory temperature was 75 F. The 
apparatus was left in a state of constant illumination for 
thirty six hours, by which time any cra1vlers which were going 
to settle should have done so. Both fruits of each section 
were then examined under a binocular microscope, care being 
t aken not to remove any crat<rlers while handling the fruit. 
The results are shewn in Table 1 , (Page 30). 
The results do not suggest that the crawlers shew any 
preference in choice of fruit, neither do they suggest that 
they are attracted towards dark regions . In the control 
section all but two crawlers were accounted fo~, and of 
these all but one had not moved from the fruit on which they 
were placed. Most of the~ , however, had moved slightly 
from the: actual position in which they were placed .. 
-Nine ••• 
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Nine had settled on the part of the orange which was 
actually in the mouth of the bottle, two had settled at the 
point of contact between the two fruits and one had migrated 
to t he upper fruit. 
Lower 
f'rui t 
orange 
Control lZ 
orange 
B. 
3 
orange 
c. 
2 
orange 
D. 
8 
TABLE 1. 
Upper 
fruit 
orange 
1 
orange 
l 
lemon 
1 
grapefruit 
0 
Contact 
point 
g 
0 
0 
0 
Total 
settled 
4 
10 
8 
As far as sections B, c, and D were concerned, nothing 
like the total number of crawlers was accounted for, and 
they must therefore have migrated dovrnwards on to the 
bottle. Of those that had settled, the majority had 
settled on the lower fruit almost exactly where they were 
originally placed . (The stems and the lm·rer thirds of the 
lower fru:1. ts of sections B, c, and D had been dipped in 
'\:Tax so that tho crawl ers should not settle in the bottle 
mout hs .) 
It l·Tas then decided to carry out a similar experiment 
without actually handling the crawlers. 
-In ••• 
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In the course of th..is work it has b~:en found the 
handling of crawlers tends to upset their normal behaviour. 
Earlier in 1954 experiments vrere carried out in to~hich 
active crawlers were placed on the bright side of an orange 
illuminated from one side only. Subsequently the fruit 
was examined to see how many crawlers had settled on the 
bright side and how many on the dark side. The results of 
these experiments are shewn in Table 2. 
TA}2LE g1 
No. of ~No. settled No . settled Total 
Date cra'\..rlers on bright on dark number 
1954 released side side settl0d 
217b7 9 9 0 9 
22767 [j. l 0 1 
22767 21 1? 4 21 
I t can be seen t hat there is a tendency for the 
crawlers to move very little or not at all after being 
handled, although under natural condi t ions, as shewn by 
Experiment 3, if cra'tY"lers emerge from the parent int o 
condi t ions of bright light, they do tend to migrate to 
darker regions and especially to points of contact. The 
crairTlers are undoubtedly thigmotactic, ( see section on 
Distribution on Fruit and Leaves, page 54- ), and the 
handling of t hem may cause physiological disturbances 
-resulting • • • 
resulting in their settling and feeding almost a t once. 
Experiment 2· 
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In this experiment the upper fruits were clean and were 
t he same varieties used in Experiment 4. The lower fruits 
were oranges which had adult scales on them, but all recently 
settled crawlers were removed. It was hoped that the 
migrating crawlers would be able to be calcUlated as a 
percentage of the total number settled. The lm"er fruit 
was supported by a match stiCk, one end of whiCh pierced the 
fruit and the other end of which was stuCk into a cork in the 
mouth of the bottle . The mat ch stiCk -vras smeared wit h 
petroleum jelly to prevent crawlers migrating downt.vards . The 
upper and lower fruits were connected by a centimeter length 
of match stick. 
The experiment was set up on the 13th October and left 
unt il the 23rd Octc. ber 1954 '\'1hen 1 t \vas inspected. The 
resul tsa.re shewn in fable 3. 
TABLE 3. 
Cra~rlers settled Crawlers settled 
on clean frni t on lower fruit 
Control 1 2 
Orange 2 2 
Lemon 0 17 
Grapefruit Both fruit covered 'lti th mould 
-the ••• 
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The results '\trere unsatisfactory as insufficient 
cra\·rlers had settled to indicate anything definite, and 
mould had appeared where the fruit \faS aa.maged. This mould 
vrould hinder the progress of any crawlers migrating from one 
rrui t to another . Nevertheless, the experiment did suggest 
once again that cra'\tilers are not averse to illuminated 
conditions. 
]!:x12erimen t 6. 
In this experiment, set up on the 26th October 1954, 
the same varieties and combinations of fruits were used as 
before, but this time care was taken that the fruits were 
not damaged, and the bottle covers were washed out with a 
4% solution of sodium borate to prevent the growth of mould. 
All newly settled crawlers were removed from the lower fruits 
which tvere heavily infested with mussel scale. After one 
1...reek the experiment was inspected and the results are shewn 
in Table 4. 
T@LE 4. 
Cra1..rlers settled Crawlers settled 
on clean fruit on lmver fruit 
Control 1 164 
Or~ge 1 t;. 
Lemon 0 40 
Grapefruit 5 223 
-The • •• 
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,The results shew that in spite of the illumination, 
the crawlers tend not to migrate. (It is interesting to 
see from the table that in Section n, ~ro hundred and ninety 
eight crawlers were produced in the course of one week. 
There were only sixty fou.r adult females present in this 
section, and of these probably not all 1-1ere producing 
crawlers). 
I n Experiment 6 the upper clean fruits were less ri1-.e 
than the lower ones, and in case t his should have proved 
a repelling factor to the crawlers, the experiment was 
repeated on the 4th November 1954 using ripe clean fruit. 
Six days later t he experiment was dismantled and t he results 
tabulated in Table 5. 
_Qontrol 
_9range 
Lemon 
_.9-rapef'rui t 
Crawlers settled 
on clean fruit 
0 
1 
0 
1 
Crawlers settled 
on lov1er fruit 
26 
92 
33 
20 
These results merely give further indication that the 
cra\·Tlers migrat e very short distances and are not averse to 
conditions of bright light. 
-As ••• 
As a final experiment, two units were set up in an 
inverted position with the scale-infested fruit uppermost 
and in darkness and the clean fruit illuminated from both 
sides and supporting the scale-infested fruit. After six 
days the fruits were examined and the results tabulated in 
Table 6. They indicate nothing further, except that the 
cratvlers apparently migrate just as willingly into 
conditions of bright light a~ into conditions of darkness. 
O;tange 
Lemon 
Crawlers settled on 
clean ! lO.JTgr l fruit 
3 
1 
Crawlers settled on 
upner (infested) frui ~. 
166 
43 
The main conclusion to be drawn from the above 
experiments is that mussel scale crawlers are not negatively 
Phototropic but are indifferent to conditions of light. 
It will be shewn on a later page (page 49 ) that the 
shady regions of trees, i . e. the southern and eastern sides 
and t he centre, are more heavily infested with mussel scale 
than t he parts of the tree which receive direct sunlight. 
This probably is the reason why mussel scale crawlers are 
frequently described as being negatively phototropic. The 
actual activity of the crawlers however, is so slight that 
t he chances of their travelling from lighter regions of 
-the •.• 
the tree to darker regions seem very remote. It has been 
noticed that crawlers do not usually travel far from the 
parent scale, and some actually settle beneath the parent. 
Greater numbers would probably settle beneath the parent 
were it not for the fact that the continuous production of 
eggs limits the space beneath the scale armour and cra\'Tlers 
are forced out. \Vhen the illustration shewn in Fig. 4 was 
being made, th~ specimen from which it 1-1as drawn was placed 
on the platform of a binocular microscope. During the 
course of the drawing an egg hatched and the crawler which 
emerged wandered for some time over the parent before 
venturing on to the smooth microscope platform. It then 
travelled a f~~ centimeters at a time away from the parent 
but always returned to her. I t never wandered more than 
two or three centimeters from the parent, and usually rather 
less. The latter observations support the conclusion that 
crawlers are thigmotactic and do not like smooth uninterrupted 
xurfaces. 
It has been observed that the activity of crawlers 
• 
depends on temperature, and that placing scale-infested 
material beneath a hot electric lamp brought out crawlers 
from beneath the parent. I f they were actually averse to 
light this could not be expected to happen, and their 
activity would be great est at night. It can be easily 
shewn that this is not the case. I n the orchards the 
- nu 'lbers •.• 
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numbers of crawlers increased rather suddenly wi th the 
advent of warm weather in October and November (Fig. 38), 
and are noticeably active during the daylight hours . 
It has been shm~, (Fig. 33) that more scale settle on 
the upper, lighter surface of the leaf t han on the lower, 
darker surface. Also, on the fruit t he region around the 
calyx is more heavily infested than the.rest of the fruit 
surface (Table 10), although the fruit usually hangs with 
the calyx region uppermost. The attraction to this part 
of the fruit is probably partly because it is the region 
nearest the stem along which the original crawlers came, 
but mainly because the original crawlers tend to settle 
beneath the calyx, or in the surface creases frequ•ntly 
found in that region. 
A Possible Explanation of the Fact that the More §hady 
Regions of Citrus Trees Support Relatively Larger Numbers 
of Mussel Scale. 
It seems that the crawlers are indifferent to conditions 
of light. They are undoubtedly wind-dispersed and will 
therefore be distributed indiscriminately to all parts of 
the tree. Predators and parasites however, are attracted 
to r egions of bright light, as was she\in repeatedly in 
connection with parasite emergence boxes (Tables II to VI 
of appendix), and they \dll therefore be attracted to the 
brighter side or the tree, Their activities will reduce 
the numbers of mussel scale in the brighter regions of the 
-tree ••• 
tree, and their comparative scarcity in the darker regions 
will permit greater numbers of mussel scale to become 
established. Once the scale becomes established in a 
darker part of the tree it tv-ill increase there, because that 
part of the tree is visited by fewer of its natural enemies . 
This is supported by the fact that uuring the winter months, 
when there \·Tere fewer parasites and predators about, the 
distribution of mussel scale on different parts of the tree 
t-ras more even (Fig. 39) . Direct sunlight is probably 
avoided py crawler~, and many of them probably perish as a 
result of bright stmlight, but they apparently have no 
aversion for harmless light. The fact that crawlers tend 
to settle under the calyx, aJ.ong the midrib of leaves, and in 
other secluded regions, can easily be explained by the fact 
that the crm>Tlers are thigmotactic. 
The distribution of other species of scale on different 
parts of the tree was not investigated, but observation 
suggested that red scale and soft scale (Q?_Q£11§ .!:ll3speridum 
Linn.) are not more prevalent on one part of the tree than 
on another. Soft scale however, is mobile throughout its 
life, and red scale cravrlers are very much more active than 
mussel scale crawlers. The cravrlers of both red scale and 
soft scale are attracted towards regions of bright light, 
and were :frequently observed in the tubes of parasite 
emergence boxes (Tables II to VI of Appendix). No 
-mussel ••• 
mussel scale crawler was ever observed in the parasite 
emergence tubes. Further evidence of the activity of 
red scale crmvlers \'las shewn in the experiment described 
on page 25. 
4o. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
The Di.§tri bution of Mussel ,qcale. 
The distribution of this scale tr~oughout the world 
:;md especj.ally in South Africa vas discussed in Chapter One . 
Di~tribution Under Different Conditi :ns of Cultivation. 
On one part of the farm in the Bathurst district there 
\·ras a grapefruit orchard part of which had Leen completely 
abandoned for several years and 1t1as slmrly being replaced 
by the natural forest on \·rhich it bordered. This section 
of orchard vras thoroughly overgrown by indigenous shrubs 
m1d small trees around the citrus trees, and by tall grass 
betvreen the trees . A few large indigenous trees such as 
Cussonia ,spicata had already become established . This 
completely abandoned section extended up a slope for seven 
rows of trees Hhere it ;.:as continued as a section of orc...hard 
vrhose trees had been aha:ndonod, but in vrhich natives had 
ploughed be~·rcen the rm-rs at right angles to the slope of 
the land, al:.d had planted maize each year . In this second 
section there '"ere a few· indigenous shrurs under some of the 
trees, but far fmH:r than in the lo\vcr section, and there 
vrere no large indigenous hushes or trees . Short grass grew 
between the trees . This section of orchard extended for 
tw0lve rows and was separated from a fully cultivated orange 
orChard further up the slope by fifty six yards of ploughed 
land in which maize 1vas planted annually. The cul ti va t ed 
-orange ••• 
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orange orchard was kept free of all weeds and grass . 
There was apparently far less mussel scale in the 
overgro1-m sections of orchard than in the cultivated 
sections, and it was decided to compare infestations by 
taking numerical samfles from each section of orchard. 
Samples were taken also from a cultivated grapefruit orchard 
some three hundred yards from the abandoned orchard . Three 
fruits 1vere taken from the south eastern side of each tree 
sampled, and the total numbers of mussel scale and red scale 
on each fruit vTere counted with the aid of a binocular 
microscope. By considering the fruit as a sphere the 
numbers of each species of scale per sauarc inch of surface 
area was calculated, and average numbers of scale per fruit 
tvorked out for each tree. Four trees vrere sampled from the 
completely abandoned section, and three trees from each of 
the other sections. Any other insects on the fruit were 
also noted. The results of this sampling are shetin in Fig . 30 , 
and are tal:ulated in Table VIII of the Appendix. 
,Piscussion of. Fig. }0 .. 
In the figure, Section I represents the comp~etely 
abandoned section, Section II the section tdth ploughing 
in between the rows, Section III represents a cultivated 
grapefruit orchard some distance away from the others, and 
Section IV a cultivated orange orchard separated from 
Section II by fifty six yards of ploughing. Above the 
-horizon tal ••• 
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Distribution of r ed scal e and mussel scale 
in oxchards under different conditions of cultivation. 
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horizontal axis are plotted the numbers of mussel scale 
per square inch of fruit for each tree sampled. The trees 
are plotted in order of progression up the slope, tree G 
being in the first row sampled and tree Q in the last row. 
The trees sampled in the cultivated orchards were taken. at 
random wherever fruit rcmatned on the trees, for the 
sampling "'as done on the 18th August 1954, by which time a 
lot of the fruit had been harvested. Below the horizontal 
axis are plotted the numbers of red scale per square inCh. 
As thero were far fe"rer red scale, a different numerical 
scale was used. 
It can be seen that the scale infestation, especially 
that of mussel scale, increased with the greater degree of 
cultivation, and ~mere the orchard was completely abandoned 
the numbers of scale present were negligible. 
The probable explanation is that the indigenous 
vegetation surrounding the citrus trees formed a kind of 
nreservoir" in which natural enemies of the scale could 
collect. General predators such as certain coccinellid 
beetles probably find their food normally on the indigenous 
plants, but will at the same time eat any young citrus scale 
they encounter, and the scale never get a chance to become 
established. Many predators, especially coccinellid and 
neuropterous larvae probably wander from plant to plant 
eating any suitable soft-bodied insects they encounter, 
-a..l"}.d • •• 
o.nd in the cu1 ti vatcd crch~ds the barren are-)as be"t1:1ecn the 
tre€s may act as e barrier to their proeress. Also, the 
indigenous vegetation in the ab8ndoned sections may act as a 
usievo 11 in preventing vdnfl dispersal of scale crawlers. tvind-
carried ~awlers, or for that matter, crawlers carried by 
other insects or birdo may come to rest on indigenous plants 
on 't>lhi ch they cannot survive .. 
As 'Will be seen in Table VIII or the Anpendix, all 
coccinellids round on the fruit sampled came from the 
abandoned part of the orchard. This \<Tas probQbly chance, 
as the rnore heavily seale-infested trees would be most 
likely to support larger numbers of predators. In the 
abandoned orchards the coceinollids present probably 
prevented ~cc~e outbreaks, by destroying most or those 
cr0wlors or yo'lUlg scale which became established on the 
trees .. 
The yield of fruit in the completely abandoned section 
was meagre compared with the other sections, but in Section II 
the yield of frUit "ras prolific.. All the trees t-rere 
approximately twenty years old • 
.PJ...st;t:i buti.9p. Qf Sgale in D.!,fferent P,gts Qf an,.,.P;:char§. 
In order to fino out whether mussel scale or red scale 
prefers one part o:r an orchard to another, leaf samples were 
taken from one end of an orchard to another. A large 
orange orchard on sloping ground was selected, and evecy 
-s~cond .... 
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second tree of a ro1·1 running north '\·Test to south east \'Tas 
sampled. This sampling 1vas done on the 12th October 1954 
and nine trees were used. 
From each tree selected three ~lgs were broken off on 
the south east side; one twig was taken from the lower 
branches, one from the middle region, and one from the upper 
region of the tree. From each twig one leaf "t-ras selected at 
random and with the aid of a binocular microscope t he total 
numbers of both red scale and mussel scale on both surfaces 
were counted. The leaves chosen were of approximately the 
same size and age. The rov of trees was divided in two 
pl aces, once by a wind-break and again by a small orchard 
road . The wind break '\<las about twel!Sre yards wide and was 
made up of fir trees and such indigenous bushes as Roy_ena 
,.ruUlens and Rhu..§ spp . , and various grasses . The orchard 
road was small and little used and could be of no consequence. 
The plotted results of the first sample are shewn in 
Fig. 31. As this graph suggest ed one or two things, e.g. 
a decrease in red scale towards t he interior of the orchard, 
a more extensive sampling was done the followigg day by 
taking material from t he alternate trees omitted in the first 
sampling . The results of both samplings are graphed in 
Fig . 32, and the numbers from which t he figure was drawn are 
given in Table I X of the Appendix. 
The most striking point about Fig. 32 is the decrease 
-in ••• 
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Figure 32 
Relative numb0rs of mussGl scale on 
orange trees in one orchard row. 
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in numbers of mussel scale and absence of red scale on either 
side of the ~rind-break. It is quite possible that, as in the 
cas e of the indigenous plants in the abandoned orchard 
discussed on page 42, the wind-break harboured predators and 
parasites which kept the numbers of scale on the adjoining 
trees in check. Also, the \'lind-break may have served to 
trap some of the scale cra\·rlers t-rhich vrould have otherwise 
have been blmm on to the adjacent trees. The graph shevrs 
a tendency for there to be fewer red scale in the centre of 
the orchard, but the numbers of red scale ·Here so small that 
it wonld be rash to make any generalisation. Smithers, 
hov ever, in 1953 .found that there \1as a tendency for red 
scale to be abundant in the outer ro\•rs of orchards , and 
Vlhi tehead in 1948 found the same thing . As far as mussel 
scale t-ras concerned there was no marked decrease in numbers 
tm..rards the centre of the orchard, except on either side of 
the tofind-break. 
In the case of both species of scale there vras a tendency 
for the numbers to be greater on the left hand side of the 
graph which represents the north "'estern end of the ro\'r. 
It was noticed in the course of numerous visits made to t..hese 
orchards that t he general direction of the wind \'tas from t he 
south east down the slope of the orchard . The large numbers 
of scale on the lee\lrard side of the row may be a resul t of 
cralvlers being blo"m there from the more south easterly 
-side .. . . 
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side of the orchard . The accu..rnulation of cra1ilers Hould 
result in a large scale population. 
Distribution of_J~ussel _ Scale on jJte __ ~. 
Mussel scale can be described as a "disease" of old 
trees, which tend to be attacked to a far greater extent 
than young trees . According to Bodenheimer (1951) trees 
are usually attacked in their ninth or tenth year . The 
reason for this is probably that the foliage of older trees 
provides a greater degree of protection for the young 
crawlers, 1.f.aose establishment on younger trees would be 
prevented by sun, ,.n.nd and natural enemies. 
Mussel scale attacks all aerial parts of the tree, and 
it is doubtfuih nhether any part of the plant is particularly 
preferred. Infestation is usually the heaviest on the twigs 
and brancnes , probably because they are the most persistent 
parts of the plant and scale accumulates on them. Comparisons 
made between numbers of mussel scale per square inch on upper 
and l01'ler surfaces of leaves and on fruit from the same trees 
(Table 9) shewed that there was a slightly denser distribution 
of scale on the fruit. These comparisons however, were made 
from samples taken on the 12th July at a time when t he fruit 
was at its ripest and infestation was very high (see Fig. 35). 
Fruit does not become heavily infested for some time, as it is 
surrounded by new leaf growth whiCh the crawlers tend to 
avoid . Once the fruit becomes infested) its continuous 
gro1.,rth in size will keep the numbers of scale per unit 
-area • •• 
Tree 
A 
Tree 
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area more-or-less constant; but v-:hen grm.rth of the fruit 
becomes less and it begins to ripen, the numbers of scale 
per1ll11 t area '\vill increase. The surface ar~a of the leaf 
N. 
s. 
E. 
w. 
c. 
s. 
No . of Mussel Scale per sq. fnch, (127775!+) 
LEAF 
Upper 
Surface 
1.7 
3. 3 
1.8 
3-0 
2.9 
0.3 
2 . 2 
Lower 
sv.rfa~e 
1. 3 
0. 3 
1.2 
2.? 
3·7 
o.lt 
1.1 
FRUIT 
2.3 
5.8 
4.2 
4.7 
?.9 
0.4 
3-0 
C E. 2.9 0.? 5·9 
w. o.o o.6 0.2 
c. 1.3 0.? 6.0 
_ .... _......_... ____ "" 
_,. _______ 
N. 0.1 o.o o.>-t-
s. 1.0 0.4 2.1 
Tree 
E E. 0. 2 1.0 1.3 
w. o.o 0 .1 0.1 
c. 0.1 1.2 1 .1 
------<4' 
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enlarges more rapidly than that of the fruit, and this may 
be the reason for a larger number of scale per unit area on 
the fruit. Possibly, also, the shelter afforded by various 
parts of the fruit, e . g. beneath the calyx and in the 11naveln 
may lead to the survival of greater numbers of female scale, 
and consequently to the production of greater numbers of 
offspring. From the monthly samples (to be discussed 
later) it was found that on the 6th April, 8th June, and 
12th July 19~ the percentages of dead f emales on fruits 
were 17.0, 14.4, and 17.3 respectively, ~~don leaves were 
27.5, 48.9, and 28 .1 respectively. (These "\vere the only 
months in t.rhich such comparisons could be made, because the 
fruit '"as harvested in .August, and no leaf samples l-rere 
taken in Hay). 
It was clear that certain areas of the tree were 
attacked more heavily than others and it ,.;as decided to 
investigate this by taking both fruit and leaf samples . 
On the 8th March 1954 samples of fruit and leaves were 
taken from six trees chosen at random in an orange orchard. 
The orchard chosen uas the one represented by Section IV of 
Fig. 30, and was very heavily infested with mussel scale. 
£1et~f Sanrglip.g. 
Samples of fruit and leaves were t aken from northern, 
southern, eastern, western and central regions of each tree. 
From eaCh region six fruits and six leaf-bearing tvdgs 
-uere ••• 
\•rore taken, bro of each from lo\lrer, middle and upper regions 
of the tree. These samples \•rere later examined in the 
laboratory 'td th t he aid of a binocular microscope. One 
leaf ·Has t aken from each twig sampl e. Tables vrere then 
compiled of~ .. 
Number of i mmature mussel scale, (alive and dead), 
Number of adult female mussel scale, (alive and dead), 
Number of adult male mussel scale, (alive and dead) . 
In the case of the leaves, t he numbers of scale on the upper 
and lmver surfaces \>Tere recorded separately. The counts tvere 
made vri t h the aid of a manual counter. In the case of ver y 
heavily infested fruit, the fruit surface was divided up into 
secttons with the aid of a ball- point pen to facilitate 
counting . 
The original tables made from these counts were of 
necessity vast, and totals only are shelm in Tables 7 and 8. 
From these t ables it can be seen that there is defini tel~ 
a t endency for some regions of t he tree to be more heavily 
infested than others . The totals for eaCh region of the 
tree sampled she\v that in the case of t he fruit (Table 7) 
the southern region had the most scale, and in t he case of the 
leaves ( Table 8) t he central regions had the most scale. 
I n both cases it is clear t hat t he more shady southern , 
eastern and central regions of the t ree supported t he 
greatest nmnbers of mussel scale . Comparatively few 
-scale ••• 
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s cale wer e found on the northern side of the tree, Ylhich 
received all available sunlight. 
_)&;ryae __.11ales 
_ ..1?maleJL. Totgl_ _ 
Tree 1 N. ~02 s. 1 36 
E. 651 
\.J . 154 
c. 69l 
26 42 3?0 
51 65 12.52 
10 i~ 694 6 178 
.65_ _!tl. __ 222 
Tree 2 N. 280 
s. 2236 
E. 892 
\>/. 262 
c. ll39 
15 19 314 
133 180 2599 6o 107 1059 
22 18 302 ).06 103 .l)!@_ 
Tree 3 N. 276 
s. 1234 
E. 259 
w. 389 
c·----~-~ 
21 25 322 
99 67 1400 
21 11 291 
53 50 492 
23 18 2g3 
Tree 4 N. 244 
s. 1395 
E. 4ol 
w. 553 
c. 
_ ...,.._ 5..2Z 
10 11 26~ 108 1?a 16~ 18 4 ? 
58 ~ 643 , __ 42 6_9..9_ 
Tree 5 B. 1226 
s. 1228 
E. 1237 
w. 102~ 
c. 
-
122 
11~ 150 1489 18 101 1513 
1~ 163 1521 
2 g 1 5 14g3 
_ 32 __ ~ ___ 424~-- ~- 22 Q__ 
Tree 6 N . 876 
s. 1~12 E. 79 \v . 724 
c. .1329 
107 6o 1043 
128 112 1552 
68 63 1010 
1~0 101+ 19g~ 
_?_...!__ 28 .1.5 
TOTM!..S:-
N. 3803 
s. 10490 
E. 5042 
w. 4o26 
c. 6825 -Fevrer ••• 
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Fewer scale were found also on the western side which 
received the intense afternoon sunshine. The possible e~ -
planation of the variation in scale numbers on different parts 
of the tree was discussed in Chapter Three, (Page 37) . 
Distribution on Branches and Twig§~ 
Branches and b~igs become very heavily infested with 
mussel scale, and where scale has been present for many 
years several layers may be found on top of one another . On 
the younger twigs the scales shew a tendency to congrepate 
in crotches \!There two twigs divide or at the points of cont act 
bet\'reen two contiguous twigs or branches; but on older 
branches mussel scale becomes more- or-less evenly distri buted. 
Distribution on Leaves , 
Counts made from monthly samples taken over the period 
April to November , 1954, shelved that there were always more 
scale on the upper surfaces of leaves than on the lower 
surfaces, (Fig. 33) . In the figure the total numbers of 
scale from each monthly leaf S8~pling are sh~v.n. Those on 
the upper surface a~e plotted above the horizontal axis, and 
tho se on the lo-·er surface are plotted below it. The numbers 
on nort,.Pern, southern, eastern, and ,.,estern and central regions 
of the tree are plotted separately. 
I t is not clear '\IJhy there should be more scale on the 
upper surface, but it seems as if the crawlers shew an actual 
preference. It will be seen in Fig. 33 that it was not until 
the numbers on the upper leaf surface had become very high 
-TABLE 8 . 
i 5'2. I 
,T@LE 8, 
N~bers of qcale per Six Leaves . 
Larv,ae Mal~s femal;e§ Tota1 
y. r .. e T. u. L. T..t ··- U. L. T. w 
T:reeJN. · 80 17 97 19 9 28 14 0 14 139 
1 s . 395 92 l..t-87 141 59 200 85 19 104 791 
E-. 86 2lt 110 51+ 24 78 16 6 22 210 
w. 54 11 65 22 13 35 8 5' 13 113 
c. 170 ll£2 312 22~ 1!2 344 30 z 3Z zoo 
TreeN. 55 4 59 21 5 26 7 1 8 893 2. $ . 316 109 425 226 88 314 i~ 23 82 21 E. 100 18 118 70 28 98 13 29 2~g \1/. 22 8 30 16 ~~ lgg 2 1 3 c .... l<z.g . 42 231.(- 136 31 4 32: 4j? I 
Trc;eN . « 2~ g~ 9 8 17 11 2 13 88 3. s . 4~ 13 10 23 14 5 19 128 
E. lt-7 10 57 10 9 19 5 7 12 88 
\-1. 173 19 192 91 14- 105 18 2 20 317 
c. 90 44 134 a 39 QO 14 11 25 249 p 
' 
I 
TreeN. 44 4 48 3 1 4 1 1 2 54 
4. s. 256 66 322 52 41 9~ 17 20 37 452 E. 13 5 18 3g 1 L. 1 ~ 29 . I / w. 123 47 170 16 52 6 7 13 235 . 
c • . 13Z 2g 222 103 20 123 43 lZ 6o 4lg 
TreeN. 94 36 130 85 lt-5 130 4o 23 2~~ ~23 5. s. 141 171 312 219 96 315 15s 65 6~~ E. d25 36 261 120 93 21~ 11 66 18l.t-
u. 123 39 162 69 17 8 56 23 7~ 327 c. 1)1 212 2j6 6o4 :i,6Z 2Zl 234 162 32 1,913 
TreeN, 54 9 63 23 4 27 8 2 10 100 
6 . s. 280 179 459 203 231 434 135 75 210 llOi 
E. 257 39 296 5B 32 90 40 ao 6o 44 
i f . 69 32 101 71 59 130 18 26 44 275 
c. 346 1,90 l.t-64 442. 122_621 .. 16 2 62 222 1312 
TOTALO:-
N. 797 U.= Upper Surface 
s. 4ll.t0 L.= Lower Surface 
E. 1676 T .= Total 
vJ. 1333 
c. 5023 
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that those on the lower surface began to increase (October 
and November). This may have been due to over crowding 
on the upper surface - the crawlers prefer to settle against 
the midrib or the curled over edges of leaves, or it may 
have been that the sunlight on the exposed upper leaf 
surfaces became more intense in the summer months . The 
lo\Ter surface of the leaf is rather less smooth than the 
shiny upper surface, and this may hinder the progress of 
crawlers . The upper surface faces the branch from 't~hich 
it arises and may be better protected than the lower 
surface, uhich during windy weather is probably brushed by 
other leaves and branches. Under hot or dry conditions 
the leaves may tend to fold aJ.ong the midrib, and the more 
sheltered conditions of the upper surface may attract 
crat'llers . It was noticed that honey dffi·T secretions from 
various insects fall upon the u~.per surfaces of leaves, and 
dust and grit which adheres to this surface causes an 
uneven face t-lhi ch may attract crawlers. 
If the cratV'lers were attracted to regions of bright 
light their predominance on the upper exposed surfaces 
eould be easily explained, but as vJas discussed in Chapter 
Three the crawlers appear to be indifferent to conditions 
of light. 
In one way Fig. 33 does suggest that light intensity 
may have something to do Hi th distribution, because 1 t 
-shews ••• 
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Figure 33 
Relative numbe:rs of mussel scale on 
upper znd low·er surfaces of orange l cc.ves at different 
timGs of the year . 
she\'IS that the nearest approach to equality of numbers 
on either l eaf surface usually occur on t he more shady 
southern and central r egions of the tree. The only 
occasion where more scale wer e recorded on the lower 
surface than on the upper surface occurred in April in the 
central region of the trees . 
On either lamina of the leaf a pref erence was shet·m 
for any uneven surface. Where only a f evr scale were 
present they '\'lere usually settled along the midrib and 
large veins or on the leaf edge at points '\vhere it was 
rough or wher e the l eaf had become curled over. Once a 
crawl er settles on a smooth part of the plant surface its 
presence will interrupt the smoothness of the surface, and 
more crawlers, including its own progeny, will settle 
around it. This is quite likely t he reason why mussel 
s cale is usually found i n groups . 
Jlistributi<m_.Q!L..i_~ Fruit Surface. 
Observation has shewn that in the field t he parts of 
the fruit beneath the calyx are the first to become scale-
infest ed . On one occasion in the Sundays River Valley 
an orchard which had been declared free of mussel scale 
vras found on clos c:r inspection to harbour the scale under 
the calyx of certain fruits . Counts made of scale on 
nineteen valencia oranges collected at random in an orchard 
in the Sundays River Valley, shffiied t hat a large percentage 
- of ••• 
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of' the mussel scale present v-as established beneath the 
calyx, (Table 10). 
TABLE 10 
Total Scale Scale Under Calyx d (V Scale Under CalY?£ 
Adults Larvae Adults Larvae Adl!1ts Larvae -· 
lt6 ~ 34 29 rzo.a ~6 .8 10 6 10 6o.o 1.6 
f~ ~~ 22 2lt 66.6 48.1 7 21 38.8 75.0 ~~ 26 28 21 ?7.7 80.7 8~ 43 55 62 . ~ 66.2 24 ~8 17 22 70. ~·9 2~ 4 24 66.6 5-7 27 14 21 58 .. 3 7?.? 
52 78 34 50 65.3 66.9 
26 24 21 15 80.7 62.5 
46 59 ~4 42 73·~ 70.6 g~ ?7 lg 52 81. 6? .5 33 24 64.3 ?2.? 40 22 31 20 77-5 90-9 
29 61 20 48 68.9 78.6 
33 47 22 32 66.6 68.0 
32 ~~ 29 25 90.6 75.7 2? 24 54 88 .8 98 .0 
Relatively large numbers of scale are frequently found 
in the "navel 11 of fruits, and at points on the surfaces of 
two contiguous fruits; and mussel scale tended to collect 
also in places where abrasions received during '·Iindy 
conditions had caused pits and scars in the fruit surface. 
I n general, on all parts of t he plant mussel scale 
tend to settle on uneven parts of the surface or in 
protected positions . During the monthly scale counts 
-made • •• 
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made in connection with saasonable distribution, it was 
frequently found that crawlers had settled beneath vacated 
male scale cover ings, or beneat h the scale armour of dead 
females. Frequently more than one cra\<rler had settled in 
such positions . Scale settled in such protected positions 
are far less liable to attaCk by predators and parasites, 
which probably play an important part in preventing their 
becoming established on the more exposed surfaces. 
Seasonal Fluctuations of Mussel Scale Numbers. 
I n order to study :bhe variations in mussel scale 
numbers at different times of the year, monthly samples 
were taken £rom six navel orange trees. These trees 
could not be selected from a very large area as spraying 
of heavily scale-infested trees was in progress throughout 
the orchard; but in t he lower part of one orchard six trees 
were chosen and it was arranged that they should not be 
sprayed, (Fig. 34) . The orchard chosen contained twenty-
year-old navel orange trees, and was situated on sloping 
ground and surrounded by wind-breaks. 
_Method of §J?mpling. 
The method of sampling was similar to that described 
on page 48 but was someWhat modified, so that subsequent 
laboratory examination shouJ.d not take too long. Only 
three fruits and ttdgs were taken from each of the five 
regions examined. These were taken from upper, middle 
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Figure 31t 
Plan of orchard from which monthly 
mussel scale counts were made. 
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ry,. 
and lower levels of eaCh tree once a month from April to 
November. No leaves were examined in May, and no fruits 
were taken after July as they had been harvested . These 
samples were subsequently examined under a binocular 
microscope in the laboratory, and the following 1 terns 
recorded: 
For the Fruit 
--
Total numbers of larvae (i. e. immature forms), 
Total numbers or males, 
Total numbers of females, 
Npmbers of dead males, 
Numbers of dead females, 
Average number of eggs per female, 
Diameter of fruit (after April). 
In the case of the average number of eggs,. they were not 
counted for every female examined, but various females ·Here 
selected in the course of the examining, and average numbers 
of eggs determined. Under "Larvae" '"ere included males up 
to the third moult (propupa, about fifty days after settling), 
and females up to about seventy days after settling (about 
fifteen days after the second moult - Figs. 2 and 3). Both 
11 ving and dead forms were included together. After all 
males and females had been counted, each one was inverted 
with t he aid of a scalpel and the numbers of dead ones were 
r e corded. Among "dead 11 males w·ere included the vacated 
-scale ••• 
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scale coverings, which means that in many cases, although 
the life o~ the adult male is not long ( see page 22) , they 
did emerge and quite possibly fertilised females before they 
died. 
!_or the Leaves 
The same items were recorded as in the case of the 
fruit, but the numbers for upper and lower surfaces of' each 
leaf were recorded separately, 
A summary of t he results of each sampling was given in 
Tables X to XX of the Appendix. The detailed results -vrere 
V f:ry extensive, and are therefore not given in full. Each 
total given in the Table is the total of the numbers of 
scale on three leaves and fruits examined . 
Various points arise from these results and graphs 
have been drawn to illustrate them~ These graphs will be 
discussed separately . 
Fig. 35 summarises graphically the results obtained 
from the fruit samples. Above the horizontal 0-a.xis are 
plotted total numbers of immature forms, adult males, and 
adult females for each month . These are plotted 
relatively, and both living and dead mussel scale were 
included. Below the horizontal a.--cis are plotted the 
relative numbers of dead males and females for each month. 
It will be seen that the greatest number of scale 
recorded was in June, after which the numbers of both 
... living ••• 
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Figure 35 
Mussel scale fluctua ... 
tions on fruit , April 
to July. 
1000 Figure 36 
0 
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Mussel scale fluctua-
tions on leaves, 
April to November. 
living and dead scale decreased, although there were 
relatively fet.rer dead scales in July than in June. The 
greater percentage of dead scale in July was probably the 
resUlt of the very cold weather which occurred towards the 
end of June and in early July ( Table 11) • A less striking 
T~LE 11 
Mean Monthlx_ Temr<era..:tY:,res - Grahamsto'tm 
195'4 Normal (17 years) 
£Legrees Qentigrad~ degrees Centigrade 
January 19 .9 20 .2 
February 20.7 20.-6 
March 19 . 5 19·7 
April 16.9 17.1 
May 15.0 ll.J-. 7 
June 11.9 12.4 
July 10.5 11.6 
August 13. 9 12.9 
September 14.9 14.6 
October 15.1 16.1 
November 17.0 17.4 
December 18.8 19.2 
Average 16 . 2 16.4 
increase in percentage of dead scale occurred at the same 
time in the case of the leaf samples (Fig . 36) . Fig . 35 
sh~Ts also that the rate of increase in scale numbers 
-dropped • • • 
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dropped slightly after May. Unfortunately the fruit was 
harvested early in August, and no more samples could be 
taken . 
Fig. 36 shews the results of the leaf samples presented 
in the same manner as the fruit samples. The numbers include 
scale on both upper and lower surfaces of the leaf. It 
can be seen that the numbers increased from April to June, 
after \>Thich they decreased until August, a t which time the 
weather was still cold. Thereafter the numbers incfeased 
until the final sample was taken in November . Towards the 
end of 'dnter, from August to September, the increase was 
rather small, but after September the increase in numbers 
of all f'or.rns was rapid and constant. The percent age of 
dead males was lowest actually i n Sept ember (60%), but 
increased in Octoher and November, (74.41. and 73.1% 
respectively). This \vas probably because under "dead" 
males were included va cated scale coverings , and wi th the 
warm weather there were greater numbers of active winged 
males, (see also Figs.21, 20 and 23). 
Fig. 36 gives the impression that male numbers are 
al-vrays higher than female numbers; but ,.,hen living males 
and females are plotted together (Fig. 37}, it can be seen 
that thi s is not al1-rays so, and that there were more living 
females than males in the winter months of July and August. 
The life of the male is shorter than that of t he female 
(see ••• 
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Relative numbers of adult 
male and immature mussel 
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(see Fig. 2), and t he vacated scale covering of t he adult 
male persists for some time after the winged male has 
emerged. Fig. 37 shews a decrease in numbers of living 
males from April to August. At the same t ime Table 12 she-vrs 
1lffiLE lg 
Mont h Total 11.~es Dead Males ~ MsJ,e§ Dead 
April 264 120 45.lt4 
June 488 349 71.52 
July 377 282 76.54 
August 252 180 'll.lt4 
September 3~8 205 6o.66 October 7 1 566 74.37 
November 1024 748 73.05 
an increase in percent age of dead males (vacat ed scale 
coverings) from April t o July, indicating t hat more mal es 
had emerged . Then from August onwards there was an increase 
in t he number s of living males . From July to September 
there was a decrease in the percentage of dead males (vacat ed 
scale coverings), suggest ing that fewer were emerging, until 
after September when the numbers of males emerging again 
increased . During July, August and September t he numbers 
of li vi.ng females tvere more-or-less constant and there was 
no sudden increase in numbers unt il October . The numbers 
of living males and females conformed very closel y towards 
the end of the year . 
Fig. 38 shews a comparison bett·men males and immat-ure 
-forms ••• 
:forms at different times of the year. The innnature forms 
are plotted above the horizontal aY~s and the males are 
plotted below. The shading shews the numbers of dead 
males. It can be seen that the sudden increase in per-
centage of dead males, or vacated scale coverings, which 
occurred from September to October was follo'Jred in October 
and November by a very marked increase in the number of 
immature forms . A similar, although less striking state 
of affairs occurred between April and July. The increase 
in numbers of active males would result i n the fertilisation 
of more females and the production of greater numbers of eggs 
and cravrlers . 
The seasonal fluctuations in numbers of mussel scale 
in the orchard and on the various parts of the trees are 
summarised in Fig . 39· Above the horizontal axis are 
shmm totals of males and females only. Each column 
represents the total number of males and females, and the 
proportion dead are represented by the shaded areas . Below 
the axis are she'm total numbers of scale for each month. 
The general pattern of this graph is similar to that of Fig.36 . 
It will be noted that in this graph, as in Fig . 33, the 
greater extremes of distribution bet\veen shady and 
illuminated regions of the tree generally occurred in the 
hotter months ( see page 38). 
Sex Ratios of Mussel Scale. 
Sex ratios from breedings were not obtained, 
- but • •• 
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SUmmary of mussel 
scale fluctuations • 
but were determined from the monthly samples, and it was 
f otm.d that t hey vari.ed wj.th the t:i.me of the yee.r ( Table 13). 
TABLE 13 
Mor1th Alive Males Allve Females 9.- Mdle % Female 
-
-~·"" .. .. -...... 
April 144 58 71.4 28 .6 
J1IDC 139 73 60.8 39.2 
July 95 107 42 .0 53.0 
August 72 97 4-2.6 57.4 
September 133 107 55.4 ~-.6 
October 195 193 50.2 L:-9 .8 
November 276 270 50. 5 49- 5 
---------~-- ·--~------------------------------------
These figures do not indicate '\o~hat percentage of the progeny 
is male or female, bPca.use the life cycles of the sexes di ffer. 
Stofberg (1937) fotUld that unfertilised females did 
no t oviposit, but continued t o extend their scalG coverings. 
The same phenomenon was observed in the course of this 11ork, 
( see page 15) • 
f_Q:cto r s £§:!1:?1..11& the D:\:.§_ t r i bu ti Q..n o t..M.!!~§ el ~ill · 
The spread of mussel scale infestation is caused by the 
active crawlers being transferred from one plant t o another . 
Th...i s can be brought about in several ways, but over small 
areas the most important &gent is vdnd. The crav;lers are 
very light and can easily be blown from one part of an 
orchard to anot her . They are probably transr orted also 
l::.y birds on to vihi ch thB'J C::'a·,:l \·Thil6 they- roost in the 
trees) and by various insects S"'Jch as coccinellid beetles' 
honey-de\v insects, and insects visiting the flm.ver s. 
-The ••• 
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The optimum conditions for prmducing activity among the 
cra\·Tlers will cause activity also among other insects, and 
this '\'1111 increase t..heir chances of being transported from 
tree to tree . Some cra1'rlers may be transported also on 
implements and fruit boxes which are taken from one orchard 
to anothe!" . 
It was found that mussel scales lived for very long 
periods on picked or fallen fruit, and in this manner they 
could easily be transported over long distances. 
The chances of cra"'rtlers migrating across the ground 
from one tree to another are practically nil . Cra\<flers 
appear to be slightly adhesive and t heir progress even over 
fine clean sand is extremely slow. Over the type of ground 
surface found between orchard trees progress would be almost 
impossible. 
Relationship betv1een. MUS§.l:?].. §cale and other. S.'QE?Cies of ScaJ.g. 
I n the orchards investigated, soft scale (Coccus 
pesperidum Linn.) and red scale (Aonidiella ayrggtii Mask. ) 
coexisted 1d th mussel scale. The possible relationship 
bebreen soft scale and the other two species of scale is 
discussed l a t er under the section on ants, Chapter Seven. 
I n order to investigate any possible relationship 
betvreen mussel scale and red scale one hundred grapefruit 
"'ere t aken at random from an orchard (Sections I and II of 
Fig. 30) and the total numbers of adult female red scale 
- and • •• 
and adult female mussel scale on each fruit were recorded. 
The numbers of mussel scale were then arranged in order and 
plotted against the corresponding numbers of red scale, (Fig .. 40J 
The figure establishes no relationship between the two species, 
and they coexist in various ratios. In only four cases 
however, were there more red scale than mussel scale, and 
it can be seen that at the time of sampling mussel scale was 
the more common. Unfortunately records for each scale in 
these orchards in previous years do not exist. 
Figs . 30 and 32, which involve both mussel scale and 
red scale do, however, suggest that there might be a 
relationship bet't'Teen the scale. In both these figures the 
numbers of the two insects \vere plotted to a different 
nUlllerical scale, and it can be seen that generally speaking, 
where the number of one scale is unusually large, the 
corresponding number of the other scale is unusually small . 
Although the numbers of these two insects could not be 
expected to conform closely each time, the marked 
differences which repeatedly occur do seem significant. 
It is difficult to suggest a likely cause of this. Pred-
ators are not usually specific to one particular species of 
scale, although it has been observed that general predators 
tend to prefer the less tough red scale to mussel scale. 
Parasites are more specific, but so few mussel seale 
parasites were in evidence, that they could have had only 
slight effect on scale numbers. All trees from which 
-these • .• 
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these snm.rles were taken v1ere approximate13l the same a.ge, 
but it is possible that differences in microclimate could 
have existed in the different trees and would have had 
various effects on the scale. A tree with sparse foliage 
would probably harbour relatively more red scale and fm.;er 
mussel scale than 'vould a tree with dense foliage. Also, 
trees on the edges of orchards might have contained re-
latively larger numbers of red scale than mussel scale (see 
page lr5). 
Parasites of Mussel Seal~. 
Very f ew parasites of mussel scale have been recorded, 
and Bodenheimer (1951) states that in the course of his 
'"10rk in Palest ine he never encountered any hymenopt erous 
par asites of mussel scale . He goes on to state that this 
is apparently the case throughout the Mediterranean region. 
{One, hot-mver, has been reported from Spa.in). 
~~Jg~Qt!P~ ~~~in~§ {Crawford) is a cosmopolitan 
parasite of the f amil y Aphelinidae, and attacks mussel 
scale, a1 though it is reported as being more commonly 
associated 'With yel low sccW.e, A.QP..J.dj.el ;la _g_,i trina ( Coq. ) . 
Besides these two scales it has many other hosts and i s 
recorded f rom over twent y f ive species of scale insect s in 
t he Uni t es States alone. QUayle {1912) and Ebeling (1949) 
both record A• citrin~s f r om California. I n Sout h Africa, 
stofberg (1937) recor ds it from the Transvaal. I t is a 
minut e yellowish black parasite mea.sU!'ing about 0 . 5 mm. in 
length (including t he antennae). 
A~ftiotiphagys l ounsbqrY,! ~erlese and Paoli) ! Fig.41). 
:::--~-.. ..........__ ~----
Determined by Dr. E. McC. Callan, 195'+· 
This vras the only mussel scale parasite encount ered in 
t he courxe of this work. I t is a minute parasite which 
closely resembles A· .£1R"inus, but has several distinguishi ng 
f eatur es . It measures about 0. 5 mm. i n lengt h ( including 
-the • • • 
Figure 41 
,As.,Ri diotiphagys J.ounsburyi (Derlese 
and Paoli). 
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the antennae) • The general colour is yell01tJish black, the 
head dull yellow, ocelli r ed, and compound eyes black. The 
thorax is dark yellow with darker areas above the bases of the 
wings. The abdomen is black becoming lighter at the t ip. 
A fringe of bristles surrounds the margins of both front and 
hind wings. A short ovipositor is present in the female. 
I t is a widely distributed species originally described 
from Madeira, but it is known also from Argentina, Brazil, 
Puerto Rico, Florida, Trinidad, Spain and Nyasaland. 
The egg of .A· Jpunsburx_i is oval and is deposited 
within the~ body of mussel scales during their second instar. 
At this stage the scale has shed its first exuviae and 
approaches very nearly the time when it should shed its 
second exuviae, (Fig . 9 and 10) . I t is strictly an internal 
parasite. The egg.is deposited w:t thin the insect and from it 
hatches a very minute, white larva, with a tail-like 
appendage. The larva feeds upon t he scale. The mature 
larva is about 0.9 mm. long and it pupates '\'ri thin t he scale . 
ihe pupa is light in colour at first but becomes very dark 
prior to the emergence of the adult. On emerging the adult 
makes a circular exit hole in the qorsal armour of the scale • 
. 
The emergence of parasites seems bO be brought about by 
sudden vises in temperature, ( see Fig. 22). 
The following observations were made on the 
behaviour of an adult female parasite. On examining the 
-surface •• • 
surface of a scale"infested orange, a female As~iftjot~hagus 
• lounsbPJ.:Y:i was seen shewing an interest in an immature female 
mussel scale, and before long oviposition began (9.55 a.m.). 
The parasite took up a position with its nosterior end 
directed against the posterior end of the mussel scale and 
performed a series of jerking movements as if trying to 
penetrate the scale armour. During this process the wings 
t-rere held folded over the abdomen and the antennae were 
directed vertically dow.n\!rards. Tnis operation lasted until 
10 • 07 a .m • , when the ovi po si tor was "ti thdr awn and a cleaning 
process begun. The ovipositor was first cleaned, then the 
wings, l egs and antennae. This cleaning process continued 
for five minutes, after which the parasite continued to 
1-·Tan.der over the surface of the fruit. On encountering 
another sui table scale, the parasite inspected it very 
carefully with its antennae and oviposited again from 
10.14 a.m. until 10.19 a .m. A similar cleaning process 
followed, and, after careful inspection of another scale, 
oviposition again occurred. This lasted from 10.20 a.m. 
until 10.32 a.m., and was again follo1oted by a process of 
cleaning. 
There followed the inspection of five other scales, 
all of 1vhich, after careful inspection 1.:ere abandoned. 
The antennae ~ .. ,ere cleaned from time to time betv1een these 
inspections. The parasite oviposited again from 10.39 a .m. 
-until ••• 
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until 10.46 a.m., and from 11.24 a.m. until +1.35 a .m., 
inspecting and abandoning the various other scales in its 
vicinity betvreen these operations. 
In order to distinguish the parasitised scales, the 
adjacent fruit surface was marked with the aid of a mapping 
pen and indian ink. 
Examination of the scales which had been inspected 
and abandoned by the parasite, shewed that one contained an 
adult male scale about to emerge, another a dried up 
immature scale, a third 't'las anGmpty male pupariu.m, and a 
fourth had become detaChed from the fruit enu the contents 
removed - probably by a predator . 
1be above observations were made on the 13th April 19~· 
On the morning of the 13th May an adult parasite emerged 
through a hole made in the dorsal scale armour . Dissect ion 
of t\.ro other paras1 tised scales shevred that each cont ained 
one mature parasite pupa. This pupa filled the scale and 
was enSheathed in the scale's cuticle. 
The distribution of this parasite in the orchards 
examined was rather peculiar. The greatest number were 
obtained from material taken from an orange orchard heavily 
infested tori. th mussel scale. l{one however, were observed 
in material taken from a very heavily infested grapefruit 
orchard separated from the orange orchard by fifty six 
yards of ploughed earth. Records were kept of the fauna 
-emerging ••• 
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emerging from boxes containing material from each of these 
orchards, From the period October lOth t o November 9th 19~, 
~venty AspidiotiphaKR~ lounsbu~ adults emerged from the 
oragge orchard material, but none emerged from the grapefruit 
material. Over the same period eleven specimens of 
..h..PN..ti-...§ sP.rxsomp_ha:,l.~ Mercet., a parasite of red scale, 
emerged from a box containing material from the adjacent 
grapefruit orchard, and only one from t he orange mat erial, 
(Fig. 22 and 23) • Both mussel scale and red scale ~.;ere 
present in bot h orchards. In t he course of previous 
ecol ogical work it \·Tas found that certain predacious 
insect s appear to be attr acted to plants by t he scent of 
t heir flowers rather than by the insects present , and it is 
possible that t hese parasites are similarly attract ed mor e 
s troniY to one species of citrus t han to another . 
In all the material examined during the counts made 
in connection wi th the monthly distribution of mussel scale 
in the orange orchard adjacent to the one mentioned above, 
only four scales contained parasite emergence holes . 
Therefore, even in t he orchard where the parasi t e is most 
common, the percentage parasitism must be very low, and 
the part played by t he parasite in the biological control 
o£ mussel scale must be almost negligible . Although 
thirty to forty percent parasitism by J._§J?....t.gj...Qt_i :ehagus 
ci~~Jl~ is reported from California, nothing like this 
-state ••• 
state of affairs exists in the local orchards 
investigated. 
72. 
_freda tors_, of Mussel §c~e. 
The predacious habits of most insects observed in the 
orchards permitted them to be divided into three groups. 
~! General Predators. 
In this group can be included various neuropterous 
larvae, e . g. ~xsopa sp . , some coccinellid beetles e . g. 
Ex:ochomus .!}.avines Thrmb., Chilocorus spp., and various 
other insects which feed more or less indiscriminately 
on other soft bodied insects . 
~ · .. P.redators of ju?hid§. 
Included in this group are those insects which are 
more or less specifically predacious on species of Aphididae. 
They include larvae of the dipterous family Syrphidae, and 
such coccinellid beetles as Chilomsznes _Rro_pingu51 Muls . and 
1iodalia LJ..avomaculat§. de Greer. 
3· Scale Predat~rs . 
In this group are included most of the predacmous 
insects which were studied in the field and in the 
l aboratory. Some of these fed on several different 
species of scale e . g. 1.oti~~ spp., and others seemed to be 
specific to one particular citrus scale e. g. the un-
identified coleopterous larva shewn in Fig . 60. This 
larva was seen to feed only on mussel scale. 
Observations of scale predators were made both in 
-the •• • 
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the field and in the labor a to;ry. Larvae and adults of the 
family Coccinellidae were collected by shaking the foliage 
of scale-infested trees over plastic ground sheets . The 
beetles falling onto the sheets \>lere then taken to the 
laboratory and their habits studied. Predacious insects 
were collected also during the laboratory inspection of 
heavily scale-infested citrus material from the orChards. 
I t was found that several predators fed readily on mussel 
scale, and could be reared on a diet of that alone, but 
others died unless they were fed on some other soft bodied 
insect such as aphids or soft scale . Some beetles, e . g. 
E~ochomus flavipes and~ spp. would feed on mussel 
scale only as a last resort, and many predators whidh nor-
mally fed on some other insect e . g. aphids or soft scale, 
or even red scale, experienced great difficulty in gaining 
access to the adult mussel scale insect concealed beneath 
its scale armour. Several predators, e . g. iJ!CPooomus 
LJ&vi_pe..§, ~.thieh are not mormally predacious on mussel scale, 
feed readily on the insect if it is inverted or removed 
from its scale armour. Chilocorus solitus was observed 
invert ing a mussel scale and devouring the contents, but 
g: • .f.lavlpes seemed disinclined to do this, and was only 
once observed inverting and eating a mussel scale. Of t hose 
insects which habitually eat mussel scale, some e . g. Lqj;j.§ 
J.l~:f:.e~ Muls. bite through the dorsal armour and devour 
-the • •• 
the contents, and others e.g. Species 5, lever up the scale 
covering and feed on the contents from the ventral side. 
Method of Stud;y_ing l~ussol Scale Pre§..at._qr,.s_j_n, the Laboratory. 
ltJhi tehead (1948) found that the best way to breed and 
study spe cies of Coccinellidae was by keeping them in cages 
made by placing a celluloid cylinder over a scale-infested 
fruit and covering the upper end wmth organdie (Fig. 42). 
The cylinders were secured by means of a high-melting-point 
'tvax. The fruit rested on a bottle with its stem in water, 
and en artificially-heated insectary vras used . 
It was found in the course of this viork hov1ever , that 
without the aid of an insectory in which the temperature and 
humidity could be controlled, the fruit tended to contract 
a way from the celluloid cylinder and the insects escaped. 
I n addition, t his method was found inconvenient for 
observing the habits of the beetles under a microscope. 
It was found that if the organd:te-covered celluloid 
cylinders were placed in Petri dishes, observations could 
be made more easily . In the Petri dish beneath the 
cylinder was placed a piece of Hhi te blotting paper, and on 
this was placed a section of scale-infested twig. The 
blotting paper was kept moist with a >+% solution of sodium 
borate which served the dual purpose of discouraging the 
growth of fungous moulds, and preventing the culture from 
becoming too dry. The celluliod cylinders were made so 
-that • • • 
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1· neglecta second instar 
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that they fitted evectJ.y tnto the Petri dishes and no 
beetles could escape. V.Ji th the aid of a pirette a felv 
drops of 1.o1ater 1:re:re occasionally added. to tho culture. 
At first, slices of f~2it were used in tl1c cu~tures, but 
t hey became mouldy vezy quickly, and tuigs ~.vere found more 
satisfactory. This method of studying beetles 1vas 
particularly convenient as it <iid not allovr "steaming up" , 
a thing which 'requently happens if glass covers ~re placed 
over Petri dishes cont~ning living material. Every few 
days the sections of twig 'Here examined and replaced. 
Di~ . Cjl_ssion gf !viussel. Scale Pteda~or.§. 
In the following discussion all insects observed 
feeding on mussel scale are mentioned, and where possible 
their habits are discussed • 
.Qpleo.n.terS?-• 
Determined by Dr. A.J. Hesse and Dr. Andreae • 
.E.sm. .QQsQi.P:~ill da,e. 
The most important mussel scale predators are included 
in this family. No detailed life history studies were 
made, but several species were reared from egg to adult 
on a diet of mussel scale alone, and notes were made of 
their behaviour • 
.k_Q~i_s neg:t_e.s.,ta Muls. 
The adult of this beetle is about 2.4 mm. in length 
and the width is about 2.2 mm .. ' but the dimensions or 
-specimens • • • 
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Figure 47 
1· .n.eg1.~93 fourth instar 
larva. 
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Figure 46 
lt• .!!§glecta third instar 
larva. 
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specimens varied,. The adult is strongly convex and shiny 
blade in colour vli th ~ro bright red circular markings on 
eaCh elytron (Fig. 49). The thorax is marginate. 
Punctuation on the dorsal surface is fine, becoming stronger 
tmvards the margins of the elytra. The scutellum is clear. 
The ventra~ surface, legs and head are dark bro'\m.. 
The general colour of the larva is grey, and it is 
covered \d th fine bristles (Figs. 44 to 47). 
The egg (Fig .. 43) is pearly white in colour and is oval, 
and its length is about 0.5 mm. Oviposition was not 
observed in the laboratory, but eggs were frequently 
found among patches of mussel scule and 1..rere often in-
serted beneath empty scale covering. 
The first instar larva (Fig. tr4) is light grey in 
colour except for the head and the extremeties of the 
legs which are dark grey to black . The body is covered 
~nth small bristles, but groups of stouter bristles and 
spines are found along the lateral margins of the body, 
and in pairs along the dorsal surface. These bristles 
are stouter and more plentiful on the thoracic segments. 
The average length of first instar larvae is about 0.8 mm. 
It was found that prior to moulting, the first instar 
larva unde~vent a period of about forty eight hours 
immobility, after which the first exuviae was cast and 
the second instar larva emerged - ten days after hatching . 
-Th.e ••• 
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The second instar larya (Fig. 45) closely resembles 
t he fir~t, but is generally darker in colour and has 
stouter bristles. The average length was approximat ely 
2 mm. The durat ion of this instar vras six days. 
The third instar larva (Fig . 46) is not very much 
larger than the second, but its segmentation is f ar more 
strongly pronottnced, and its co' our is less evenly dis-
t ributed. The second and third thoracic segments and the 
f ourth, fifth, and termj.nal segments of t he abdomen are 
darker in colour than the other segment s a..'ld carry stouter 
spines. The duretion of this instar was f ive days. 
The final instar larva (Fig. 47) re.ther resembles the 
previous instar, but the insect grmvs considerably, and i t s 
length prior to pupation is 4 to 5 mm. The duration of 
t his ins t ar 1-1as about t en days, and a period of about 
t hirty six hours immobility preceded pupation . The cuticle 
of the last i nstar larva split along the mid dorsal line, 
and by a series of contre.ctions and expansions the exuviae 
~ras forced posteriorly and served finally to secure the pupa 
t o the substrate . 
The pupa (Fig. 48) is 3 to 4 mm. long and is covered 
with bristles. At the ends of the larger bristles there is 
a drop of liquic~ wlh.i ch probably serves a protective function. 
1 :'1 colour it is light grey vr.i. th grey-bro"m. markings towards 
t he anterior end. The pupal stage lasted fron eight t o t en 
- days • •• 
Figure 48. 
~·- neglecta pupa. 
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Figure 49 
~otis neglecta Muls . 
adult • 
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days, and the adult energed through asplit in the mid-
dorsal line . 
The head and thorax of the newly emerged adult. are 
dark, but the elytra are creamy pink and transparent. The 
adult remained immobile for about bvelve hours while the 
elytra darkened and hardened. 
Both larvae and adults of 1gtis !Leglecta were ob-
served f eeding on mussel scale in the field and in the 
laboratory. Both larvae and adults made a hole in the 
dorsal armour through 1.fuich they fed on the insect "Ti thin. 
A larva which was given a naked adult female scale fed on 
it by puncturing the cuticle and sucking out the body 
contents. When the scale \-Te.s quite deflated it was 
suddenly inflated by the larva and then rapidly deflated 
again. It looked almost as if a process of external 
digestion was in progress . A third instar larva which 
l'Tas observed took exactly thirty minutes to consume the 
body contents of a naked adult female scale ; the empty 
cuticle was finally discarded. It took young larvae a 
very long time to penetrate the dorsal scale armour of 
mussel scale, and even mature larvae apparently experienced 
difficulty . Under natural conditions, the young l arvae 
probably feed largely on crawlers and young newly-settled 
scale. The larvae of this beetle were not repelled by 
the 11fuzz" of young scales . 
-Adults • ••• 
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Adults fed in a similar manner to the larvae, ~ hole 
being made in the dorsal armour of the scale and the body 
contents removed. The adults howeyer, consumed t he whole 
insect, and frequently ate the dorsal armour; t he process 
took about thirty minutes . When a.dul ts in the laboratory 
l·rere given soft scale they fed on it but no more readily 
than on mussel scale. They would not eat aphids, but 
readily ate red scale in the same T.!TaY as mussel scale . 
\aJhi'tehead (1948) reared .~o~i.§ M,gl~ts. on a diet of red 
scale alone. 
This insect became very common in the orchards in 
September, and occurred in large numbers until field \rork 
ceased in December, 1954. It is common in the Albany and 
Bathurst districts, and is recorded f rom the Western Province, 
the Transvaal and Southern ffi1odesia. It \'Tas one of the 
most active mussel scale predators encountered in the course 
of this work, m1t was not confined to citrus orchards and 
was observed in the Peddie district associated with the 
pineapple acale, .Q.=!.,gp.ni..§ z,.g...tneJ_ia_e . 
I&l ·Ui a Q • 
The adult of this beetle ( Fig. 53) rather resembles 
1· .n.~g_lec1{p. but is smaller, measuring about 1.8 mm. in 
length and 1. 5 mm.. in w'id th. The adult is convex and is 
shiny black in colour. Tt'lo circular fed markings of 
varying intensity are present on each ~l;ytron• These 
-markings ••• 
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markings may be prominent, scarcely distinguishablG or 
apparently absent . Punctuation is ext~emely fine which 
~ccounts for its shiny appearance. The thorax is distinctly 
marginate. The ventral aspect is dark brown, and the 
appendagGs black. 
The egg is pale vhi te and elliptical, but it becomes 
darker before hatChing. Fig. 50 shews an egg just prior 
to hatch.ing in "t-1hich various feature~ of the future larva 
may be seen. 
The larvae (Fig. 51) are pale immediately after eclosion, 
but become darker after a few hours. They bear stout blaCk 
bristles, and. in their later instars vary in colour from a 
shiny darl{ grey to a sort of purple. Each larval ins tar 
l asted from four to six days, and pupal stages .(Fig. 52) 
lasted from seven to eleven days. 
Both larvae and adu~ ts \Jere active predators of 
mussel scaJ.e. Larvae vrere seE:'n eating only young scales, 
but t he adults ate all forms. Adults w·hi ch were observed 
amongst a group of mussel scale in the field v.rere trying to 
lever up adult female scales from the posterior end by 
edging their mouth parts and heads beneath the scales ' 
po stcrior margins. I n the laboratory I .ot i a sp. , adults 
were observed inverting scales by standing on the armour 
and forcing their heads beneath the scale margin. Others 
\'rere seen r emoving eggs and crawlers from beneath the 
-posterior .. .. 
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Figure 53 
L.Qtis S1>• 
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posterior Emd of female scPJ.es and devouring them; and one 
t-Jas seen biting through the~ sceJ.e armour. 
Copulation was observed, but eggs vrere not obtained 
in the laboratory . On more than one occasion copulation 
was follo-vred by a peculiar procedure in which the male 
moved fOr\%.rds over the elytra of the female and attacked 
her head from above. This violence 111as continued for some 
time 1 but 1 t apparently did the fer ale no harr.1 .. 
Loil i s s1;. became common in the orchards at about 
tha same time as 1 · negle.cta, and must destroy large numbers 
of mussel scale . The beetle fed equalljT readily on red 
scale but w-ould not eat aphids. 
It is reported as being assoc~ated also with a scale 
infesting the kaffirboom (Bn:thrina caffra), and with the 
whitG peacl1 scale, (Diaspi~ Dentagona Targ.). 
~a;ympui} sp . 
The adult beetle (Fig. 57) is a1JOut 1.6 mm . long and 
about 1.3 mm. wide. I t is shiny black in colour and is 
covered by a grey pubescence. ~~o spots are present on 
each elytron . The ventral surface and appandages are 
black. 
The egg is pale ·w'n.i te in colour. They were usuc:..lly 
found inserted beneath empty scale coverings (Fig. 54) . 
The incubation period was a.t least si~: days. 
The larvae (Fig. 55) h3.Ve a flocculant vraxy covering 
-which •• • 
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Figure 55 
.Srpn,, a e:p-. • larva 
vihi ch appears shortly after ht-.tching and shortly after 
each moult. The l e gs and head are free of this wa..-·zy 
covering and are shiny bla.ck in colour. In the earl;y~ 
stage of each insta.r the colour beneath the vmxy covering 
is brown but it da.rken.s -to black before the next moult . 
The larval period lasted about ttventy seven days. 
The pupa (Fig. ~6) is light hrm·r.n in colour end is 
covBrcd by a fine pubescencG. It is surrounded by the 
remains of the waxy strands of the last larval instar. 
The adult emerged eleven to fifteen days after pupation. 
In the course of this work the larvae of ~aymn12 a .~:rp . 
were encountered more frequently than any other 
coccinellid larvae, c>.lthough the adults 1•rere not as common 
as Lotis spp. In the fi eld the light grey colour of their 
'Haxy covering made the l arvae very conspicuous. They 
wro1dcred slowly over mussel scale or red scale-infested 
trees, and 1·1ere usually found ivi th their heads beneath the 
scal&s, eating the c0ntcnts from below~ They did not seem 
to have very powerful :rrandi bles, and were never seen biting 
thruugh scale armour. These larvae easily become en-
tangled in the silky threads secreted by nffi'Jly-settled 
mussel scales; but under natural conditions, ow:I.ng to the 
action of other insects anc1 vrind, the ttftlzz" stage of 
mussel sctue is not nearly so persistent as it is in the 
labore.tory. In the laboratory larvae of SOJOl!DllS sp . 
-shffi·red ••• 
8~- . 
nhmred great dif:flcul ty in inverting a fully g:r.o,·m mussel 
scale . In the field, hovTever, ,.,here heavy scale infestations 
are present, the scale become settled beneath one another 
and so lever eachother up, and therefore these larvae 
probnbly do not experience any difficulty in obtaining 
sufficient food. 
1-Jc;;mmus s:Q. adults seemed unable to invert 
mussel scales and did not eat through the scale covering, 
although when the scale was inverted for them they fed on it 
very readily . One adult \tlhi ch was inactive and sheltering 
under the tvng in its Petri dish, became active wha~ placed 
under the warm light on the microscope stand and tried to 
eat mussel sca.les on the brlg by turning them over, but it 
did not seem to have the strength to do so. It paid no 
attent ion to aphids ( Tq2f_o.P..t~.ra m'.@tii (Fonsc.)), \&hi ch 
v1ere placed in the dish. \.'hen finally a mussel scale was 
inverted for it, it fell upon it ea~erly but continued to 
tty turning it OV9r . When it finally found the ventral 
side of the scale it ate it by penetrating the cuticle and 
sucking out the body fluids. 1"'his 1)eet1e ,.,as seen also 
eating recently settled mussel sca~e and active crawlers . 
The larvae of ~~~~ a~. were fairly 
cor~1on in the orChards t!~oughout the year, but became 
particularly co~~on from about the middle of September 
om·;ards . 
-Cranophorus ••• 
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Exochom¥s flavines (Thunb). 
Adult leavlng pupal exuviae 
which is surrounded by the 
exuviae of the last larval 
instar. 
Three larvae of t :hJ.s beetle were found in November on 
grapefruit material which w~s very heavily infested with 
mussGl scale, and on which there appeared a few red scale 
and soft scale. They vrere kept ln the laboratory and one 
adult was ree.red. The larva superficially resembles that 
of h!cynmua ap. , but is lighter in colour and 
far more a ctive. The adult is oval and about 2 m.m. long. 
I t is rather dark in colour and each elytron bears four 
light, irregular markings . 
a grey pubescence. 
The entire body is covered with 
Nei ther larvae nor a.dults was seen eating mussel scale 
in the laboratory, but they readily ate soft scale, and it 
is atute possible that they do eat mussel scale . In the 
field adults were seen in the middle of groups of mussel 
scale on leaves and fruit, but it could not be seen \ihether 
they were feeding on them or not. 
Fam. ~itiaulidae 
~ub-fcm. Cyboae-;;.halinae 
~yhoaeiJh&.lu.a sp. 
The adUlt o1· tm.s oeetle (Fig. 58) is extremely small, 
being just over 1 mm. long and rather less t han 1 mm. '~de. 
It i s shiny black in colour and markedly convex. When it 
dies it 'vi thdravTs its app€='.ndages and curls ventrally. The 
antennae are clubbed, and quiver continuously whil e the 
beetle is active. It is possible that the larva of this 
beetle is that she,·rn in Fig. 60 (see page 9 \ ). 
--Tlle • •• 
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The adults of Cltboce ·gbalu a sp . are active mussel 
scale predators, and large numbers we.r(~ kept in. the 
laboratory. Adults tothich were placed on the surface of a 
scale-infested fruit registered exci terte'.!.t on encountering 
the u:ruzz 11 of young scale, and immediately levered them up 
and fed on the contents from the ventral side. These 
bee tles were slow feeders - more than three minutes being 
taken to consume an a ctive mussel scale cra,;rler . High 
pO\ver observation shewed that the body of the crav1ler was 
inflated and deflated during feeding as in the case of ~~tis 
peg~ecte larvae, and the empty cuticle was discarded. 
Cybocephalu§ ap . attacked both mature and i mmature mussel 
scale by inserting the rather 1:redge-shaped head and thorax 
beneath the posterior margin of the scale armour and lever-
ing it up . It then fed ontl1e insect from the ventral side. 
This beetle was present in mussel scale-infested 
orChards throughout the year but was not common during the 
"linter months. 
Attempts to f eed the beetles on red scule, soft sco~e 
and aphids failed , although ad.ul t s were seen in the field 
associa.ted with the scc.~e Diaspis Jl.romeliae on pineapples, 
and they are therefore not specific to mussel s cale. 
Cormlation was observed but eggs w·ere never obtained. 
F~m. Coccinell~Qae 
Lelia ni€~rrlma Casey 
'This beetle resembles J&tis neglect_g but is :bather 
-larger ••• 
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larger and had no red markings on the elytra. 
Several specimens were kept in the laboratory but 
'\'Jere seJdom observed eating mussel scale. One beetle 
ate an adult female scale by biting through the dorsal 
armour, and another by inverting it and consuming the naked 
insect . The entire insect, including the cuticle was 
consumed. 
In the field this beetle was observed on trees which 
·vere heav:tly infested wit h mussel scale, but t here was 
always soft scale present as well, and the beetles were 
usually closely e.ssociated wl th it. 
~ .ni~er:rirac,~ became common in early summer, and was quit§ 
plentiful in the orchard, but the part played by it in t he 
control of mussel scale is probably rather small. 
]J.{::JLC_l]..QJID!S_.flavj.J2~~ _(1hYJ1hl• 
The adult of this beet le is rather larger than those 
previously mentioned and was very common in all orchards 
visited. I t is shiny black in colour ,.,a th two prominent 
red spots anteriorly, (Fig. 59) . 
Many adults were kept in the laboratory, but at tempts 
to keep them alive on a diet of mussel scale always failed . 
They seemed quite unable to penetrate the mussel scale 
armour. 
].!. f.J.ilru..?...2 adults t..rere s t arved for a week and then 
pl!3.ced on a fruit which was heavily infested with mu::.sel 
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sce.le. They v;:·nr1 ered over tl'lc fr11i t surf:1c::: trying to eat 
the scales but could not pcn:::-tr~te t::. c f~::;le armour. One 
beetle ma.nageCi. to invert .?. !N'l.l e pu;:-a. and atG the contents 
from the under side; j_ t then l·randercd on end tried to feed 
or.. every scal e it encountered but 1·:as unable to do so, 
It readily imbibed t he e.."'Cudations from a ~c<?..le 1·rhich had been 
pricked with a nceCle. After five d~ys the scales on this 
orange vi.:-.re untouched . Bven the young sc~les were not 
ee.ten., although the beetles she1·1ed no aversion to the ttfuzz". 
These beetles readily ate inverted mussel scales, and adults 
·Here kept alive for several 1veeks on a d.i.et of soft scale, 
aphids and meal y bugs. 
This beetle is a very general feeder and Has extre"'1ely 
common in the orchards throughout the year . The part 
pl ayed by it in keeping down the ntunbers of harmful insect s 
must be enormous . It is unlikely, however, that it destroys 
muCh mussel scale, and it CDllnot be considered as a mussel 
scale predator. 
,B. flav:J.:ge..§ is common throughout Africa. 
Stethorus sp . 
This beetle is a very small, '!)lack, ova.l, rat':1er 
pubescent beetle. Larvae were never seen, but adults were 
quite frequently seen in the field dtiTine the hotter mont hs 
and vJere always associated '-·i th dense patches of mussel 
scale. Of t·ose s tudied in t he l aboratory only one was 
seen trying to eat wussel s cale , and this one did so by 
- biting •• • 
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The adult of this beetle rather resembles ;;2te¥AQ '1;ts e.v • 
but is brown in colour. I t was never determined wtether 
or not the adult is predacious on mussel scale as only one 
specimen was reared, and had to be dispatChed for identific-
ation. Larvae, ho'\'tever, '"ere reared on mussel scale, and 
although very small, they were able to eat young scales. 
The larva r esembles that of Lotis sp . but is less 
pubescent and has dark transverse bands on the dorsal 
surface of the abdominal segments . The pupa is surrounded 
by a mass of long silky threads which are covered with 
minute droplets of a stiCky fluid. 
Only three larvae of this species '\V'ere obtained, and 
from them only one adult vias reared . 
in the field • 
. 99.il,gcorus soli tus Muls. 
No adults \vere seen 
This is a large ladybi~d which measures about 6 . 5 mm. 
in length, and about 6.0 mm . in width. I t is black in 
colour with a large orange-coloured spot on eaCh elytron. 
A few specimens were taken in the Bathurst district 
and in the Sundays River Valley. Only one specimen wa~ 
seen eating mussel scale, and this one did so by levering 
up a scale and eating out the contents . The scales placed 
1:1i th those in the laboratory v1ere always untouched, and 
the beetles did not live long. 
-They • •• 
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They fed readily on soft scale and aphis, and ~fui tehead 
states that this beetle ate red scale and a species of 
scale (Chionaspis ~·) infesting the aloe. 
Rhizob;l't\,s sp. 
Adults of this beetle were not common in the orchards, 
but one adult vias reared from larvae kept in the laboratory . 
The adults are approximately the same size as 1otis neglecta, 
and are black and shiny in colour and cov0red with a rather 
coarse white pubescence. The larvae are grey in colour 9 
and superfic~ally resemble the larvae of 1· neglecta. 
Two larvae of this beetle were fed on a diet of mussel 
scale in the laboratory and from them one adult \vas reared. 
The other adult em0rged, but the last larval stage had been 
damaged and the adult was badly deformed . 
This species was not commonly seen in the orchards 
visited, although it was reported as being common throughout 
the Albany district. 
Neur.onte;ta. 
Fam. Chrysonid~e. 
~hrysona~ . (probably~ vulgaris Schon.) • 
Both larvae and adults of this common insect were 
f requently encountered. The larvae, which are carnivorous, 
are grey in colour and oval in shape, with long pointed 
mandibl es. The dorsal side of the larva becomes covered 
\ld th discarded fragments of the insects which it has eaten. 
-These ••• 
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These larvae were never observed feeding on mussel 
sea le in the field, but in the laboratory they tvould very 
occasionally lever up an adult mussel scale with their 
mandibles and eat the body contents. In the field t hey 
probably do not eat many mussel scales if there are other 
soft-bodied insects available. 
Uniqentified Musse6 Scg+e Pted;ators, 
Coleopter;a. 
Fig . 60 illustrates a coleopterous larva whiCh was 
first observed in the field in September, 1954, It \'las 
first noticed during the inspection of mussel scale-
infested twigs and leaves in a searCh for eggs of Coccinellidae 
Repeated attempts wer~ made to rear adults in the laboratory, 
but they always failed. Larvae were kept on scale-infested 
twigs in a Petri dish, and hed access to beth moist and 
dry sand into which they burrowed when mature. It was 
thought that they burrovTed in order to pupate, but they were 
frequently observed imbibing water from the moist sand, and 
it may possibly have been the moisture that attracted them, 
On one occasion an adult ofQybooei~haluswas found on material 
in the Petri dish containing these larvae, and it is just 
possible that they are the larvae of!;y'QQce._phal-ua ay .but as 
only one beetle "\<Tas observed, it \'lould be rash to draw defin-
ite conclusions. The material vThich vras placed in the dish 
was always inspected very closely beforehand , but..Q~booe.l)ha.lnai 
is a very small beetle, and it could have been concealed 
- and • . • 
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Figure 61 
Unidentified thrips. 
9la. 
~'i g1l.t' 13 60 
Unidentified coleopterous 
larv·a. 
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and been passed unnoticed. 
These larvae measured up to 2 rrun. in length and when 
f irst observed were mistaken for female mussel scale, being 
the same colour and very much the same size with very 1/ew 
bristles.. They are averse to light and were always found 
beneath the scale armour. They gradually eat the scale 
insect and t ake its place beneath the scale armour which 
remains untouched . I t was presumed that they pupate in 
the soil, as pupae were never found under scale armour or 
anyv.rhere else on the plant, and when given sand, t_h.e larvae 
burrowed readily into it. 
From September onwa.rd:s these larvae occurred in very 
large numbers, and they must play an important part in the 
control of mussel scale. 
with any other scale. 
Thysanopt~ra. 
They were never found associated 
Fig. 61 illustrates the adult of a thrips which was 
frequently observed associated ~th groups of mussel scale . 
The authority to whom specimens were sent for identificat ion 
was unable to identify it, and it may be a new species . 
Under natural conditions the adults are rather smaller than 
the illustration suggests as the abdomen becomes extended 
in preserving fluid . 'The entire body is somewhat flattened 
dorso-ventra~ly, and the wings are carried folded over the 
abdomen. The adult is black and shiny with red eyes, but 
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the egg and immature stages are a light reddish brown. 
Although this insect was reared in open containers, no 
adults ever flmr at-ray and t he wings may be functionless. 
I n order to observe t he habits of this insect specimens 
were kept on sections of scale-infested citrus leaves whiCh 
\..rere floated on a 4?Z solution of sodium borate in a Petri 
dish. This solution served the dual purpose of preventing 
t he l eaf from drying and preventing t he growth of fungous 
mould. The leaf sections wer e invariably attracted to t he 
edges of the cont ainer, and they were secured therefore by 
a pin 'Which passed t hrough the leaf and into a piece of 
india rubber placed on the bottom of the dish. The insects 
were surrounded by liquid and could not escape. Although 
adults frequently mount ed the pin which passed through the 
leaf tissue, they always descended again without attempting 
flight. 
All forms spent the greater part of t heir time beneat h 
the armour of mussel scales, and no specimen was ever 
observed actually feeding. The insects were not very 
active and moved only in order to pass from one group of 
scale to another . Both immature stages and adult s whi ch 
wer e already under a musael scale resented t he intrusion 
of a~other specimen, and demonstrated t his r esent ment by 
curving the abdomen to\lrards t he intruder . \~ether they 
fed on the mature insect or just on the eggs and crawlers 
-was ••• 
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was never determined. One adult was observed to leave 
its position beneath an empty scale in order to seize a 
mussel scale crawler between its fore-legs and return \d th 
it to its original position. 
Eggs were not obtained in the laboratory culture, although 
copulation was observed. The male mounted the female dorsa ... 
ventrally and the posterior abdominal segments were passed 
to and fro across those of the female. For a period of about 
fifteen minutes after copulation the female became very active 
and tried repeatedly to escape from the culture, but she 
never attempted to fly. 
This species of Thysanoptera was occasionally seen in the 
course of the monthly samplings, and was quite frequently seen 
on material from a heavily mussel scale infested grapefruit 
orchard. They were not ho\trever very common, and probably do 
not pla·.r a very big part in the biological control of mussel 
scale. They were never seen associated with other species 
of scale, but were present in the orchard throughout the 
year. 
L.?Ridoptera. 
Mention should perhaps be made of a lepidopterous larva 
of vrhich two specimens \iere taken from scale-infested grape-
fruit material. Both larvae died very shortly after being 
taken to the laboratory, but one of them did eat the greater 
part of a female mussel scale. The larva ,.,as encased in a 
cottony covering which extended at right angles to the 
-plant ••• 
plant substrate and \vas approximately 5 mm. long. I nto 
t he covering were incorporated numerous empty mussel scale 
coverings which suggested that it might be an active mussel 
scale predator. 
After the one female mussel scale had been eaten both 
lepidopterous larvae became stationary and it was presumed 
that they had pupated . Subsequent examination, however, 
revealed that they were both dead and had shrivelled up; 
and adults were therefore never observed. 
Besides the fourteen predators already mentioned, the 
following beetles of the family Coccinellidae are also 
reported as being predacious on mussel scale in the Bathurst 
district:-
Pharos cymnus ..§...exgu tta:t:ur!?. ( Gryll . ) 
Cryptolemus ~ont~vzieri 
Rodolia icery~ (Janson) 
Chilogorl!§ ~stigma (Klug.) 
Cidonia Lunata (Fab. ) 
Four species unidentified Scymnini. 
Of these, J.'J;laroscYJ!IDus §exguttatus and Chi 1 oco;t!J.~ 
distigma were observed in the laboratory but neither was 
seen to feed on mussel scale . 
Acarina. 
I n the course of this work several mites were 
encountered vrhich appeared to be predacious on mussel 
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scale. During the monthly sampl es leaves \<Tere often 
seen which supported rather large colonies of mites in 
the midst of patches of nevrly settled dead mussel scaJ.es. 
\v.hether the mites actually killed the scales or whether 
they fed on the dead scales was never determined. Mites 
were very frequently seen on plant material which supported 
large numbers of mussel scale, and some were seen passi ng 
in and out beneath the armour of the scales. Possibly 
some of them fed on the egg cases or even on the eggs 
beneath the scale covering of female scales; and the 
possibility of their feeding on living adult scale is not 
remote. One species of mite was particularly common 
wherever the unidentified coleopterous larva (Fig. 6o) 
vTas found, and usually inhabited the empty scale coverings 
from which the occupants had been eaten by the beetle larvae. 
No detailed investigations were made of any of these mites. 
It was impossible to estimate the actual numbers of 
mussel scale accounted for by one individual predator, 
because the entire scale was not ah·~ays eaten, and frequent-
ly crawlers and eggs were undamaged. Mussel scale is a 
particularly tough scale and except lihere gross overcrowd-
ing occurs, the adults are fixed very firmly to the substrate. 
For this reason it is probable that general predators will 
eat mussel scale only when other food sources, including 
red scale, are exhausted, which is probably why mussel scale 
spreads so rapidly. It is the general predat ors which 
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normally effect the biological control of a noxious species 
of insect, because when supplies of the noxious species 
become exhausted, the predators feed on other insects. 
Such a state of affairs does not seem to exist in the case 
of mussel scale, because the few species '\vhich do eat it 
readily, seem to be more-or-less specific to mussel scale 
or to mussel scale and red scale . 
\ 
PART II. 
THE ACTIVITY OF THE BR0\1/.N HOUSE AUT, P;t!E!IDOLE 
Hl!:GACEPHALA ( FABR. ). 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
Observations on the Acti~ of the Brown Bouse Ant, 
Pheidole megacephala (Fabr.) 
Many species of ant are known to v:tsi t plants l.llhich 
support honey-dew-secreting insects in order to feed on 
the sugary secretions and take them to the nest where they 
are used to feed other members of the colony . There is 
frequently a continuous stream of foraging workers travelling 
up and down the plant between the nest and the honey-dew 
insects, and it can be shmv.n that a numerical relationship 
frequently exists between the ants concerned and the at tended 
insects . Outbreaks of sap-sucking insects are often 
encouraged by ant colonies and in this connection the 
activities of various ants have attracted considerable 
attention . I t is in the interests of the exploiting ants 
to protect the insects they a t tend, and it has been shewn 
that they do infact attack both predators and parasites of 
such insects . At the same time, however, the natural 
enemies of other insects may be attacked, as many predators 
are general in their feeding habits, and many parasites 
have more than one host. Therefore, the presence of ants 
and corresponding scarcity of pr~dators and parasites in 
general on a tree may '\-Tell encourage outbreaks of non-
honey- devT secreting insects which would otherwise be 
controlled . Also, ants may discourage specific predators 
-and ...... . 
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and parasites of harmful insects, as well as those of the 
possibly less-harmful insects they attend. 
Smithers (1953) shewed from data obtained in the 
SUndays River Valley that a numerical relationship existed 
between red scale (Aonidiell§. ,S!:Urantii Mask.) and the 
custodian ant (Anoplolepis custodians Smith), and that 
trees with heavy red scale infestation 1-1ere usually visited 
by large numbers of this ant. Steyn (1954) reported the 
same state of affairs to exist at Letaba in the case of 
both this art and the bro-vm house ant (Pheidole megacephala). 
I n order to investigate the scale-ant relationship in 
the Bathurst district, the following procedure was adopted . 
Between 11 a.m. and 3 p .m. on the 24th November 1954 samples 
of leaves were taken from thirteen orange trees and the 
numbers of both mussel scale and red scale compared with the 
number of ants on the tree trunk in unit t ime. The trees 
to be sampled were selected at random and were distributed 
over two large orchards. Wherever possible the t rees 
chosen v1ere those with only the trunk making contact with 
the ground so that ants were obliged to Visit the t ree by 
one route only . On the few occasions where trees whose 
branches touched the ground were used, care was taken that 
there was no ant activity at t he points of contact. The 
degree of ant activity 1vas estimated by counting t he number 
of ants passing up and down the trunk in ten minutes . As 
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the ants tended to travel in waves, it was decided that 
ten minutes uas the minimum time interval for a fair 
estimation to be made. Table 14 shev1s ant activity on 
a t ree trunk during consecutive half-minute intervals 
over a total period of seven minutes and it can be seen 
how the numbers per half-minute vary. 
TA§LE 14. 
Half-minute Numbers of .Ants 
I ntervals 
1\ggend!ng Descending 
~- 0 3 
1 7 2 
1-?r 1 2 
"' 2 2 2 
2t 1 1 
3 1 5 
5k 1 1 
4 g 3 4-i 0 
51 1 6 g2 3 0 
1 5 6t 0 2 
7 3 1 
Scale counts were made by breaking off three small 
branches from lovrer, middle and upper regions of each tree 
on the south eastern side, and counting all stages of both 
mussel sce~e and red scal.e on six leaves of appro:r..imate1y 
t he same size. Temperatures were taken after each count, 
and fluctuations were sufficiently small to have had little, 
.... if ••• 
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if any, effect on the activity of the ants. The results 
were expressed as a graph (Fig. 62), and the full results 
are given in table XXI of the Appendix. 
The graph shet.;s the number of ants on the trunk in 
ten minutes plotted below the horizontal axis, td th t..YJ.e 
corresponding numbers of mussel scale (blacked) and red 
scal.e above the axis. 1\le total numbers of red scale on 
six leaves were plotted, but in the case of mussel scale 
average numbers per leaf' were used. 
The investigation established no definite relationship 
in either case, although both the greatest and least numbers 
of both scale 1...rere more frequent where ants were more numer-
ous. Every tree investigated supported ants and both species 
of scale, but it 1 s quite common to find trees with ants and 
no scale, or vice versa, and some trees support neither 
insect. Therefore, an investigation on these lines would 
need to be very extensive before a oon"'J'incing relationship 
might be established. 
Where ants are numerous before scale becomes 
established on a tree, their continuous activity may 
impede the progrees of scale crawlers or destroy newly-
settled scaJ.e, and in this way hinder the establishment 
of scale infestation. In that case the time factor would 
p1ay a part in scale - ant relationship. 
In the orchards investigated in the Bathurst district 
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Fi gure 62 
RGlat i ve number.s of :red. scale, 
mussel s cc:.J..e a"l.d the ant , 
Phej.d,ol-i m.gg§.Q~phala on 13 
orange vrees. 
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in 1954~ the most common honey-dmv secreting insects were 
soft scale, Coccus hesperidum Linn., and the black citrus 
aphis 1'.9£Q.Rter_s. .~urantii (Fonsc. ) . 
Coccus ,bes12eridum occurred in all the orchard:s 
investigated and almost al11ays had ants associated with 
i t. The infestation was sometimes very he" vy' and as a 
result of the honey-de¥1 the · trees were frequently covered 
with sooty mould . Thin scale was often associated wit h 
both red scale and mussel scale, ancl ·was almost alwc>.~rs 
attended by R. megace1iP&J.s• 
~oxopter a. aurantii occurred quite frequently in the 
orchard, but its number·s varied considerably at different 
times of the year, and und~ different conuitions. For 
example, it 1·Tas usually far less numerous after rainy or windy 
'\•reather. I t attacked the young leeves and shoots a.."'ld there-
fore t ended to be confined to the outer regions of t~e tree. 
It was attended by several species of ant, including 
.f • megp.cephala. 
2· megacephala was seen also attending mealy bugs. 
I n ordar to i nvestiga.te the activity of tbis ant in 
the orchard at various times and under various conditions, 
counts vTer? c made of t:hG numbers of Ttrorker ants on the trunk 
of art ora"lge tree in unit tin!e a t different times of the day. 
The orchard used for these cotmts ·vas on the farm of M:r . 
L.·D. Purdon in the Urahamstown district. 
-Th.e •• • 
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The tree chosen was a ten yea:r old Valencia orange 
tree with a rather narrow trunk unbranChed for the first 
eighteen inches . On no side did the foli age touch the 
ground. At the base of the trunk beneath the soil there 
was a£. megqcephala nest, and the worker ants were using 
one runway on the south eastern side to gain access to the 
upper regions of the tree. The ants '\vere attending soft 
scale, but the tree was rather heavily infested with red 
scale as well. 
Counts were made throughout the daylight hours and 
into the hight as \-Tell, in both winter and early summer. 
The days on which the counts were made were sunny and dry, 
and were rat her '\varm for t he particular time of the year . 
With the aid of a manual counter it was possible to count 
t he numbers of ants both as cending and descending the tree 
at the same time. The counter was used to count those 
ascending, and those descending were counted in the usual 
way. Each count extended over a peJ:"iod of fourteen and 
one half minutes at the end of which period the temperature 
and, in t he case of the summer counts, the relative humidity 
'\vere recorded. In the winter counts, each fifteen minut e 
period throughout the d~ was emp+oyed so that it could be 
seen whether minor temperature fluctuat ions were registered 
by the ants, but in the summer count s only fifteen minutes 
out of each forty five minute period were employed. For 
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the counts made after dark and before dawn, either a dim 
hurricane lamp was used, or else a torch with ti ssue paper 
clamped over the glass . Neither of these lights upset the 
ants. The air temperatures beneath the treo were measured 
with a "Casella" whirling thermometer. E.elati ve hmnidi ty 
measurements were given by a "Casella" thermohydrograph 
which was placed in a Stevenson screen beneath the tree. 
I n addition to the counts made in the orchard, counts 
over a twenty four hour period were made on the stem of 
an Australian flame tree, Stercu;tig. .§11· in Grahamstown. 
This tree was quite heavily infested with Coccu§ ,h_espe;ridum 
which was attended by the same species of ant . I n thi s 
case fifteen minute connts were made every tt-Jo hours, and 
temperature and relative humidity were r ecorded. 
The graph results of these counts are discussed 
separately below • 
.Fj.g. 6J. 
On this graph are plotted the results of the counts 
made on the 24th June, 2nd July and 12th July 1954. Each 
column above the horizontal axis represents the number of 
ants ascending the trunk in fourteen and one haJ.f minutes, 
and eaCh column below the a~is represent s t hose descending 
t he trunk over the corresponding period. No ant s were 
counted between 12.45 p.m. and 1 p.m. Ant numbers are 
shewn on the left hand side and temperatures on the right 
-hand • • • 
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hand side. For convenience, temperatures are plotted 
on ooth sides of the axis. All three days on 1>1hi ch counts 
"tere made 'ttere very similar. The orchard \·ras 1·rarm for that 
time of year and there vras a slight breeze 1;1mdng. There 
l'ras no rain. As the orchard was situated in a valley the 
sunrise and sunset times recorded on the graph are not true 
to the district, but they are absolute for the orchard . 
Observations began before davnl, but no ants were seen until 
after smrise when sunlight had actually struck the trunk of 
the t ree. At 8.15 a .m. two worker ants appeared at the 
nest entrance at the base of the trunk, and shortly after-
wards ants began to ascend the trunk of the tree, and within 
the same quarter hour period those which had spent the night 
in the tree began to descend. The numbers ascending the 
tree vrere at first greater than those descending, possibly 
because the soil temperature \'las rather higher than that of 
the tree, but the counts made on the 2nd July shew that by 
mid-day there 1vere more ants descending the tree than 
ascending - probably because the tree heated up more quicl{ly 
than the soil. Even in "linter many ants must spend the 
entire night in the tree, as descending ants make their 
appearance at almost the same time as ascending ants . 
~fuether it was the sunlight on the nest entrance or the rise 
in temperature that provoked the activity of the ants is 
difficult to say; but judging by Fig . 65, which she'\vs that 
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under conditions of higher temperature ants are active all 
night, it would seem that the early morning low temperatures' 
(32°F. at 7.45 a.m.) prevented ant movement . Further 
counts shewed that numbers of ants both ascending and 
descending the tree increased until absolute sundov~.n, after 
torhich the numbers both 1;.rays fell off rather rapidly, vri th 
more ants descendimg than ascending. This, and the counts 
in the early morning suggest that many more workers spend 
the colder nocturnal hours underground , vrhere the temper-
ature is more constant than in the tree. The graph she\-rS 
a sudden increase in number of descending ants be~veen 
6.tt-5 p .m. and 7.45 p .m. At what time ant activity ceased 
altogether ·Has not determined, but data obtained on the 
24th June, shew. that it obviously did so . I.f one vtere to 
sneculate and continue the general lines of the graph beyond 
the time when actual counts 't<Tere made, ant activity wuld 
appear to stop at approximately 1 a .m. but this 'vould 
r robably depend on the rate at whi~n the temperature fell . 
Relative humidity readings are not she'~ in Fig. 63, but 
the graph shews how the ants respond to small temperature 
variations. This is particularly well marked in the case 
of the ascending ants. There was a lag in time before the 
drop in temperature \vas registered, and as the day progressed 
and the temperature in the tree rose, this time lag became 
great~r . A drop in temperature at 10.45 and 11.00 a.m. 
-l-ras ••• 
was registered at 11.30 a.m., but although the temperature 
began to fall at~ p.m., the numbers of ascending ants did 
not decrease until after sundown - 5.15 p.m. Similarly, 
a sudden rise in temperature frequently produced an increase 
in ant numbers. 
li.Jt.. 64. 
This graph tvas drawn from data obtained on the 16th 
and 17th November . The graph is plotted in a similar 
manner to Fig . 63, with ascending ants above the horizontal 
axis and descending ants below it. The period of time 
covered \vas similar to that of Fig. 63, but connts were 
made less frequently. Both temperature and relative 
humidity readings are sh~1.n. The most striking thing 
about this graph is the great decrease in numbers of ants 
since the counts made in July and August. The srune tree 
was used on all occasions, and no chemical treatment of any 
sort had been carried out in the orChard since the previous 
counts. It is possible, of course, that the members of 
the colony had decreased ow'ing to the age:ing of the nest, 
but those members which were present t·rere just as active 
as they had been in July. The path used by the ants had 
moved slightly to the south of that used in July, and in 
addition another ranway on the t·Testern side of the t.runk 
tvas in existence; but occasional counts made on the 
tvestern side, (shewn on the graph in black), shevr that it 
-could ••• 
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could not account for the decrease in numbers. On the 
tree, the ants of the t wo different paths never mixed, but 
served two different part s of the tree. It is possible 
hov-rever that intermingling occurred underground. It is 
quit e likely that the decrease in numbers of workers was a 
resufut of many being killed by the cold weather in August. 
The general pattern of Fig. 64 is similar to that of Fig. 
63; but, with less marked temperature variations, there 
are less marked variations in activity. As in the previous 
graph the early morning readings shew a greater number of 
ants ascending the tree than descending it, and after 
sundown there was again a sudden increase in the number of 
ants descending the tree before a · gradual decrease in the 
numbers of both those ascanding and descending. ActiVity 
started earlier than in the previous investigation, and it 
might quite possibly have continued through the night. I n 
general, the ant actiVity fluctuated with changes in 
temperature, al thoug..h. the temperature at that time of the 
year probably did not drop very lo-vr even at night. Re-
lative humidity readings are inversely proportional to 
temperature readings to such a marked degree, that it is 
diffict.ll t to s~y to which of them ant activity responded. 
It corresponded to fluctuations in both factors. Although 
at the ma~imum temperature recorded, 83° F. at 12 noon, 
there t•ras a drop in the number of active ants on the 
-trunk •• • 
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trunk, it is doubtful \'lhether tl'l..is temperature could be 
sufficiently high to cause a decrease in activity through 
torpor, wh:Lch is tvhat Steyn found \'lhile studying the 
activity of the pugnacious ant (~oplolepi§ custodiens Smith) 
in the Transvaal . (It should perhaps be mentioned however, 
that on examining the flame tree mentioned in the following 
paragraph during extremely hot weather which occurred about 
three weeks after the counts ·were madet ant activity was 
found to be practically at a standstill) . At the point on 
the graph representing 12 noon the relative humidity in-
creases with the temperature, and thereafter until 7 p.m. 
the ant activity follows ~ne relative humidity curve 
remarkably closely. Unfortunately oondi tions of 
simultaneously lo'l·T temperatures and humidities did not 
arise . If suitable laboratory facilities were available 
it '\ITOuld be interesting to study the activity of this ant 
under controlled conditions of temperature and humidity. 
It could then be determined to what factors the ant responds, 
and under what conditions of temperature and humidity 
thresholds of activity occur • 
. Fig. 65. 
This graph shev1s the activity of r_. mega.cenhala 
attending soft scale on an Australian flame tree. The 
period covered by the graph is twenty four and a quarter 
hours, and extended from 10.15 a.m. on the 18th November 
-to •.• 
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to 10.30 a.m. on the 19th November. Ascending ants and 
descending ants are again plotted on either side of the 
horizontal axis, and ta~perature and relative humidity 
fluctu~tions are also plotted. The 1·1eather during this 
period l-Tc;.s vrarm and rather cloudy, and the night especially 
was rather warm for the time of the year. 
The main object of this investigation was to find out 
how active the brovm house ant was during the night . As 
in the previous graphs, the activity of t he ant corresponds 
very closely to the temperature curve and to the relat ive 
humidity curve, vrhich in this case is almost a "mirror 
image 11 of the temperature curve. The graph she\lrS that as 
in the other graphs the ant was more active during the 
daylight hours, but in tP~s case its actiVity by no means 
ceased at night, and it is not a diurnal ant in the same 
sense that A· custodiens is . 
Fig. 65, in contrast wi~h Figs. 63 and 64 does not 
shew decrease in the descending ants aroand 2 and 3 p.m. , 
neither does 1 t shew· an increase in the number of descend-
ing ants a~ter sundown. It differs from the others also, 
in that it she,vs a greater number of ants descending than 
ascending in the early morning. This is probably due 
to the smaller range in temperature. 
gj.g. 66. 
At the completion of each fifteen minute count made 
-on •• • 
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on the 16th and l7th November, ants Here tined both 
ascending and descanding the tree trm'lk, and the times 
taken by them at dtfferent temperatures \fere recorded. 
They wera timed over a distance of six inches. Fig. 66 
she-vrs the relation betw·een the rate of movement of the 
ants and the corresponding temperatures. Humidities are 
not shevm here, but ~re shevm in Fig. 64 and varY inversely 
with the temperatures. 
The graph shews hotJ the speed of the ants increases 
ui th inC!'eases in temperature, and that the ascending time 
is usually rather longer than the descending time. 
Figs. 63, 64 and 65, especially Fig. 63, give an idea 
of the enormous number of ants which visited one tree in 
the course of a day . The stream of ants was more-or-less 
steady, although the ants did tend to come in waves 
(Table 14), probably because some slow-moving individuals 
held up a number of others . It is impos >:.:ible to say, by 
observation, how many scale 1:1ere visited by one ant during 
its time in the tree . I t was observed on both the orchard 
tree and the Australian flame tree that different streams 
of ants attended different groups of scale, and kept to 
their own particular path wh~tever way they were moving . 
Frequently more than one ant '!.vas seen at one scale and 
one individual frequently wandered to and fro from one 
-scale , •• 
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scale to a~other. The ants stroked the scale very 
rapidly with their antennae and then passed the antru1nae 
rapidly across their mouth parts . On several occasions 
E· megacenhala has been seen &ttacking predacious 
coccinellid beetles in the field . C.l;j.locorus _gn. was seen 
being attacked by ants ·which l1i t the beetles legs and 
pronotum t..ri th their mandibles; and t'ttTO ants ~'hi ch l-Iere 
attending soft scale were seen to mount the elytra of 
L,o!;:j,s nL-:errJ..ma Cesey and beat it \d th their abdomen as if 
trying to sting it. 
It is an important point that , according to observ-
ations, the ent was most active under conditions of high 
ta'11perature •.-;hich is exactly the case vr.i th predators and 
parasites . Therefore, the more predators and parasites 
there are about, the more ants there are present to distt~b 
them. It is true also that under conditions of high 
t emperature scule crro1lers are at their most active and 
some, such as delicate mussel scale crm:lcrs, may be 
killed by 't·rorker ants, although it is u.11likely that the 
larger soft scale crawlers would suffer . 
It is certain that the main activity of the ant 
observed. was in connection with soft sca.le secretions, 
but descending ants vrere often seen c~-rrying to the nest 
sudh things as dead insects, exuviae of beetle larvae and 
arhids, insect uings, and dead. ants. 
-Fig ••• • 
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Fie. 67 she\·Ts the tracings on a ther~"lohydrograph left 
in the orchards over a seven- day period in early summer. 
The thermohydroeraph was placed in a Stevenson screen ander 
the~r0e~n which ant counts ~ere made. On the last three 
days included, the weather was dry and fluctuations were 
r egular, but it can be seen how conditions are altered by 
rain, t-Jhich occurred on the second, third and fourth days . 
The data used for Figs. 63 to 66 are given in~ ables 
XXI to XXIV of the .Appendix. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Ffil.1IDfl of Orchard Soils. 
Soil samples were taken from three of the orchards 
used in the investigation of mussel scale and red scale 
numbers under different conditions of cultivation, (Fig.30, 
sections I, II, and IV ). The three orchards used merged 
into one another, and ranged from conditions of complete 
abandonment a~d reversion to natural forest, (Tree G), 
through less overgro~m conditions, (Tree H), and abandoned 
trees with ploughing between the rows, (Trees I and M), to 
cultivated orchard, (TreeN) . The samples were taken during 
a spell of dry weather on two consecutive days in August. 
The soil of each orchard was similar, and Fa s a dark brown 
sandy loam type. 
Method of Sampling. 
With the aid of a pick a hole ltras dug under the tree 
about two feet from the stem. Sufficient soil to fill 
two "Ball11 jars '\oTas scooped out from a clean vertical earth 
face immediately belmv a depth of five inches . The jars 
were shaken until the SQil \vas level with the top and the 
lids screwed on tightly. SuCh a sample was taken from 
beneath each of the five trees . 
Method of Separating Fauna from Soil, 
For the separation of the fauna a Berlese funnel was 
-u~ed •.• 
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used. The soil ~ .. 1as spread on the sieve of the funnel 
and left under a bright light and a source of heat for 
twenty- four hours. Beneath the funnel out let was placed 
a tube of 70% alcohol in which the soil fauna was collected. 
The contents of the tube were then placed in a Petri 
dish of 70% alcohol and examined and separated under a 
high-pol<Ter binocular microscope. 
is shewn in Fig. 68. 
The total fauna obtained 
The various organisms may be grouped according to the 
percent age of their lifetime spent in the soil. 
True soil-inhabiting organisms, or Geobionts, included 
Nematoda, Pauropoda, Oligochaeta, Acarina, Collembola, 
Protura, Diplura and Forrnicidae. The ants were included 
in this group , for although the greater part of their 
f oraging was carried out above ground, the nest is sub-
terranean. 
Organisms which spend a large part of their lifetime 
underground included Dipt era, Coleoptera, Gryllidae, 
Heteroptera, Chilopoda, Pseudoscorpionida, and va~ous 
unidentified insect larvae. Some part of the life cycle 
of such organisms may be spent in t he soil as egg, larva 
or pupa, or the organism may hibernate in t he soil. 
Chance visitors to the soil , or Geoxenes, included 
the Araneida. 
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Discus§ion of Soil Fauna and Different Orghard Qonditions. 
The soil of' free G 1r1hich vras almost part of natural 
forest shewed the richest fauna. This soil had probably 
a higher htwidity and humus content than the other soils 
examined, and the darker conditions resulting from thicker 
vegetation undoubtedly produced a more secluded habitat. 
It is quite possible that at a greater depth, the other soils 
would have contained a richer fauna. The sample from be-
neath tree G shewed by far the greatest number of Protura, 
and was the only soil which contained Pauropoda and 
Nematoda. This soil had, however, surprisingly few 
Collembola. 
Acarina were common to all soils, and vrere most pre-
valent in the soil of the cultivated orchard. Their 
numbers were lowest in the soil vrhich contained the greatest 
number of ants, (Tree M), whose activity probably kept the 
numbers down. (Incidentally, Tree M had more red scale 
than any other tree sampled - see Fig. 30) . 
About the pporest fauna was shewn by the soil of the 
cultivated orchard, (TreeN). The surface of the soil 
was continuously disturbed, and was kept free of weeds. 
This soil did however contain the greatest number of 
Acarina. 
Although these samples gave an indication of the 
organisms to be found in typical citrus orchard roil, 
-it ••• 
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it would require ver y much more extensive sampling to 
establish any rela tionship behveen t he soil f auna of 
t hese various types of orchard. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the scale-infested orChards investigated during 
1954 the state of biological control \-Thich normally 
prevails in plant and animal communi ties was being upset 
mainly by the presence of mussel scale, Lepidos~phes beCkii 
Ne'Wlll . This scale is a hardy highly-resistant insect 
which adheres very closely to its host plant, and for these 
reasons it is not in a satisfactory state of biological 
control. General insect predators tend to avoid mussel 
scale if there is any other source of food available, not 
necessarily because they are averse to consuming the actual 
insect but because in many eases it is physically impossible 
for them to do so . The more active predators of mussel 
scale are not necessarily the largest and toughest insects , 
but are those which are able most easily either to penetrate 
the scale armour or to lever the scale off the substrate and 
consume the insect from underneath. For this reason many 
predators probably eat mussel scale only where infestations 
are large, for under such over-crowded conditions the scales 
tend to lever one another out of position, and predators 
may then gain access to the insect beneath its armour . 
Normally, the young stages of armoured scales are susceptible 
to attaCk by a predator, but in the case of mussel scale 
the secretion of long co~tony strands by the newly-settled 
crawlers constitutes a repelling factor for many predators, 
-and ••• 
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four generations a year. 
Greater intensities of cultivation result in greater 
numbers of mussel scale, because indigenous plants which 
would normally harbour natural enemies are eliminated. 
Such circumstances also facilitate wind dispersal of 
crawlers. 
ilit is possible that a numerical relationship exists 
between the numbers of mussel scale or red seale on a tree 
and the numbers of the ant Pheidole megacenhal_e. Fabr. 
visiting the tree, although neither scale secretes honey-
dew, and there is no reason why there should be any direct 
relationship between either scale and the ant. 
The activity of the ant b megaqephala is regulated 
by temperature, and it is not necessarily a diurnal ant 
although in winter it is far more active during the 
daylight hours, and under conditions or low temperature 
activity ceases. 
The soils of orchards harbour a tYPical soil fauna, 
but the fauna is richer under conditions of less intense 
cultivation. 
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SUMl!JARY 
After an in traduction in which previous citrus work 
done at Rhodes University and the object of this present 
work are briefly discussed, there is a section dealing 
with the history, world distribution, economic importance, 
and host plants of mussel scale, Lepidosaphe§ beckii Newm. 
This section is followed by a discussion of the life 
history of mussel scale as it occurred under laboratory 
conditions in the Eastern Province. EaCh stage of the 
insect and its process of development are described . The 
behaviour of the active ,(.Lnged male is discussed at some 
length, and mention is made of the process of moulting. 
A separate chapter is devoted to the behaviour of 
mussel scale crawlers . Descriptions are given of various 
laboratory experiments designed to compare their activity 
under different conditions of illumination, and to 
determine whether they shmv a preference for any particular 
variety of citrus fruit . 
There follows a section on the distribution of mussel 
scale. Firstly, distribution under different conditions 
of cultivation is discussed. Secondly, distribution in 
different parts of the orchard is mentioned . Thirdly, 
distribution on different parts of the tree is discussed, 
and finally thGre is a discussion of seasonal fluctuations 
in numbers of mussel scale and its possible relation with 
-other ••• 
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other scale • 
Two Chapters in which the parasites and predators 
of mussel scale are discussed at some length bring to an 
end the section on the biology of mussel scale. 
There follows a section on the activity of the brown 
house ant, ,E!l_eidole ~_gaceph9:la Fabr . in the orchards 
investigated. The aetivi ty of this ant under different 
conditions of temperature and humidity is described, and 
results are given of observations of its diurnal and 
nocturnal activity. This section contains also a very 
brief discussion of relationships between ants and non-
honey-dew- secreting insects . 
The section on .£. m~gacepha1a 1 s followed by the 
discussion of a very superficial investigation into the 
:fat.ma of orchard soils. 
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JABLJ!i 1 
Length and Breadth of Mussel Scale r eared on 
Oranges between 28 . 8.54 and 1.12.54. 
• of Scale 1. Scale t~ • St..ale 10. ScaJ.e 11. 
r s . E,emale [emale Female Ma1e 
L. B. Lt B. L. B. L. B. 
0.28 0. 22 0. 29 0. 28 0. 28 0. 24- 0.28 0.22 
0 .3~ 0.22 0. 32 0.2lt 0.32 0.24 0,32 0.22 0 .4 0"33 0.36 0.28 0.33 0.3i o.~ 0.28 0.48 0 .35 o.1t2 0.28 0 .39 0 .3 o. 0 .29 
o. lt8 0.36 0.42 0.31 0 .41 0. 36 0.48 0. 32 
0. 4-8 0. 36 o.43 0.31 0 .41 0.39 0 .48 0.32 
0.4-9 0. 36 O.lt1 0.32 0.42 0.39 0.48 0. 32 
0.49 0.36 0.42 0.32 0.42 0. 31 0.48 0 .29 
0 .49 0 . 36 0 .42 0.33 0 .. 39 0.28 0 .4-9 0 .28 
0.49 0.36 0 .42 0.33 0. 53 0.49 o.g3 0 .39 0.62 0.42 0.42 0.39 o.62 0.54 o. i 0.42 0.81 0 .5~ o. 52 0. 36 0 .72 o. 59 0.7 0.42 
I 0.93 0.5i 0.71 O. Lt-2 1.00 o.67 0.9~ 0. 50 :. 1.00 0 .56 1.06 0 .48 1 .02 o.67 1.0 0. 50 } 
J 1.00 0.56 1 . 06 o.lt8 1 .02 0 .67 1 .48 0.44 
L 1. 00 o.% 1.06 0.48 1.02 0.67 1 . 59 0. 4-lt 
o# 1.00 0. 56 1 .06 o.48 1.02 o.67 1.59 0.44 ., 
~ 1. 00 o. 57 1.06 0 .48 1.02 0.67 1.59 0.44 
) 1. 28 0.72 1 . 06 0 .48 1.14- 0.70 1.59 o.lt4 
~ 1-f; 0.95 1.26 0.67 1 . 24 0.89 1.59 0.44 ) 1. 2 1 .12 1 .48 0 .86 1 .68 1.09 1.59 0.44 
~ 2. 10 1.12 1.~ 0.98 1.98 1.12 1 . 59 0.44 ) 2-g5 1.17 1. 1.06 2.26 1.1? 1 . 59 0.44 ~ 2. 6 1.17 2 .24 1 .12 2. 52 1.17 1.59 0.44 2.80 1.17 2.52 1.12 2. 94 1.1? 1.59 o.ltlt 
l 2. 80 1.17 2. 80 1.12 3.16 1.17 1-59 0.44 
i- 2. 80 1.1? 2.80 1.12 3.2? 1.1? 1.59 0.44 
~ 2.80 1.1? 2.80 1.12 3. 36 1.17 1.59 0.44 
) 2.80 1.17 2.80 1.12 3.53 1.17 1 . 59 0.44 
j 2. 80 1 .1? 2.80 1 .12 3· 53 1.17 1 . 59 0 .44 
"" 2.80 1.1? 2. 80 1.12 3.61 1.17 1 . 59 0 .44 ~
Note: Scale 10 was never fertilised, and the production of 
\vax had not ceased by 95 days. 
Male M.s. R.S. Soft Mealy Cocc- ey. 
Date. and R.s. Crawl. Sq,ale . bugs. inell. Thri}2S • Pa,r. Mites. cids. Misc._ Temn. 
March 68. 50°F • ~ l 2 1 2 3 ?3.00 
27 400 1~ 70.00 28 2 5 62.00 
29 1 3 55.00 
30 2 5 1 59.00 
31 l 4 1 2 67.00 
April 
6 4 1 ? 1 1 70.')0 
2 133 7 3 74. 25 
~ 1+2 7 2 78.00 15 11 1 78.00 
z 152 6 1 73.00 18 2 2 72.00 
7 78 1 78.25 
8 144 2 1 72.00 
9 5 1 65.00 
10 2 1 rJ/.75 
11 l 59.50 
12 2 1 62.50 
13 4 1 1 1 63.50 
14 7 1 1 62.25 
15 15 2 65.00 
16 50 1 67.75 
17 81 3 1 74.00 
18 81 1 1 74.00 
19 18 1 2 65.00 
20 1 1 62.00 
21 8 62.00 
22 33 1 1 69.00 
~~ 68.25 64.00 
25 6o.oo 
26 2 61 .00 
{li.""s. = Ife<fScale; H • S. = Mussel --Scale; Hy. Par. =Hymenopterous parasite). 
!@LE III 
Fauna rrom Parasite Boxes , July 28th to Sept ember 2nd , 1954. 
• 
• • • • til 6 ~ til s::: til fi; • ro r(j ~· ...-! p, til or-1 " • • ll) Q) :a ~~ 0 ..-I fl. Cl) 0 () •P. •P. :; 'cl (.) ~ • ~ 0 (J) ~w .s aJ ~ !:E! ~ ~ .5 8 ~ i! Ul ..-I p.. ~ ~ 8 ~ 8 
62.5 39.5 
1 2 71.0 39·0 
1 1 69.0 Y-1.5 
5 1 1 1 72.5 41.5 
1 l 65.0 43.5 
1 1 61 .. 0 41.5 
1 l 1 70.5 41 . 5 
6 62.0 45.0 
12 74.0 50.0 
32 1 1 76.5 48.0 6 1 1 84. 5 48.0 
6 ag.o 50.0 
7 1 1 8 .o ~ .0 5 73.0 7 .0 6o.o ~.0 60.0 .5 
11 7g.o 49.0 11 1 6 .o 52.0 
7 1 82.0 55.0 
3 2 80.0 56.0 
17 76.5 5J..O 
2 81.0 57-5 
3 81 . 5 58.0 
1 1 79.0 50.0 
2 1 83~5 50.0 
65.0 46 .0 
66.0 ~7 .5 7 1 1 79.0 5.0 
13 1 65.0 48.5 
1 65.5 50.0 
11 2 71.0 ~-0 65. 5 .o 
2 71.0 54.5 
69 . 5 54.5 
1 2 1 74.0 53 -0 
~ . 
5 2 73.0 5J. .O 
3 68.0 51.0 
--........---~- .... 
·--Aphids = Bl ack Ci trus &phis, Toxopt er a aurantii (Fonsc.) 
~lL.ll 
Fauna frqm Parasite BoxesJ SeRtember 9th to October 9th2192t· 
• • • (}) Po ~ (i) • ~ • • • .p tl) (}) • s:: (}) •r-f • '"d 8 8 
'd Q) ~· or-f A ~Ul (}) '8 • :a ~~ '7J~ t) •r-f <J>ro (!) () • • t) it .c:~ 4-) 0 til ~ .~ ~ oo (])~ 0 +>ro ·r-f (}) •r-f tf.l m ~..0 0 E-f OA. ~ A. ~ ~ ~ 
2 69.0 42.0 
1 1 1 1 61.0 47.0 
2 68.0 47.5 
2 75-5 47.5 1 67.5 51.0 
1 1 74.0 50.0 
J 2 l 72.5 52.0 
~ l 1 2 l 1 86.0 56.0 
.. 1 l 79.0 rs7. 5 
L 1 l 86.5 55.0 
3 90.0 62.0 
1 66.0 57 .r; 
2 1 68.0 56.0 
6 1 76.5 51.0 
7 2 2 77.5 51.0 
1 66.5 57.5 56.5 ~r;.o 55.0 9·0 
4 g6 . 5 
51.0 
1 2 8.0 1+7 .0 
1-3 1 1 8~. 0 57 .o )9 5 1 8 .o 67.5 
68.0 53.0 
56.0 52.0 
1 2 70.5 47.0 
5 73.0 54.0 
1 1 73.0 48.5 
6 
57 .o 52.5 
1 69.0 56.0 
1 66.0 50.0 
5 67.0 5'3 .o 
TABLE V 
. from ORANGE Material in Parasite Boxes, 10.10.$4 - 9.11.54 • 
~ • i • . tJ) .t:: ~ Cll H 'd . C) • ~ ..,; tJ) rl 0.> • • • r-1 ~ ~ ~ p. A. 
11 
~ r-1 . m w i-4 Q) • ,.0 H () Cll • Q Cll 0 Cl.l • H Cll E-f E-t 
~ •rl p.. :::-, C.'l Q) 'd • 
0.> t) •rl 
'cl • ...., (j) 'ti :a t) • • ~ t) H tf.l 4-1 4-> ..,; tJ) ~ s::: • • .p 8 eS 0.> • 0 ..,; p, ~ •rl •rl <41 ~l 0 ~ ~ u.l ~ tl) ~ ~ :::.E: 
17 64.0 55.0 
33 88.0 59-0 
1 10 1 78.0 59.0 
2 2 8 82.0 53.5 
2 1 l 5 76.0 55.0 61.0 49.0 
55.0 48.0 
1 ~3-0 5J..O 
1- 1 1 1 1 7.5 52.0 
~ 1 3 1 1 1 78.0 53.0 
1 1 1 2 67.5 55.0 
2 2 72.5 54.0 
0 3 2 69.5 61.5 
2 1 2 1 66.5 56.0 
.~ 1 2 J.t. 76.0 53·5 1 72.0 6o.o 
1 2 1 70.0 54.0 
1 1 62.5 46.0 
? 1 6~.5 46.5 
.2 6 .o 53 -0 
-3 6g.o 51-0 lo ]. 1 7 ·5 55.0 
~7 1 1 76.0 55.0 
2 1 3 69.0 5g.o 
.5 1 2 8o .o 5 .o 
1 67.0 55.0 
1 61.0 58.0 
9 1 63.0 57 .o 
L9 1 2 ?7.0 51.0 
3 1 69.5 52.5 
1 66 .0 49.0 
lABLE VI 
. from GRAPEFRUIT Material in Paras.!j;e Boxes , 10.10.54 - 9.11~~ 
• • 
tt-l • • tJ) 
~ tJ) f-1 'd • (J) • p.., •r-1 tJ) r-f Q) . • 
• r-f b!) ~ 'ci p. p. ~ rl :;:j • ID m Q) • ,0 ~ () Cll • Q tJ) u (/) . $-t tJ) E-4 E-4 
~ oM p. ::t Ul Q) '0 . Q) () oM • ..;.;, Q) 'd :E () • . () ~ () it m (/) fH +J •r-1 Ul ~ $:1 • • 8 (!) • 0 •.-1 p. ~ or-1 or-1 <q <l 0 E-4 ::;:: p:; tl) ~ (/.) ~ ~ ~ 
., 1 ~ 64-.o 55.0 ' ) 1 3 1 88.0 59.0 3 1 1 78 .0 59.0 
3 1 1 82.0 53·5 
3 1 3 76.0 55.0 61.0 49.0 
55.0 48 .0 
1 1 1 53.0 51 .0 
.8 2 1 1 67.5 52.0 
17 1 1 1 1 78.0 53-0 
7 1 3 67.5 ~.0 5 1 ' 72.5 .o 26 3 69.5 61.5 2 1 3 1 66.5 56.0 
9 2 2 1 3 ?6.0 53.5 
11 1 3 72.0 6o.o 
1 1 2 70.0 54.0 
2 62.5 l.K>.o 
1 6~.5 49.0 
7 1 1 6 .o 53·0 
3l 6g.o 51.0 1 1 1 7 . 5 55.0 
16 2 1 76.0 55.0 
1 1 1 1 69 .o 5g.o 6 4 1 1 Bo.o 5 .o 
67.0 ~.0 61.0 .o 
2 63.0 57 .o 
10 1 3 77.0 5J..o 
2 1 69.5 52.0 
66.0 49.0 
Table VII 
.ficl.9:tionship hetvreeq size_of fl:dul.~ .fet:iale 
Sga1e, qnd Number of Eggs Pres..£_nt, 
No . of BGGS. SIZE of FEMALE 
in mm. 
0 1.20 
8 1.25 
11 1.25 
14 1.10 
21 1.20 
25 1.20 
29 0.95 
38 0.75 
45 0,90 
51 0 , 85 
55 0,85 
74 0,80 
~i o.85 0,70 
TabJ.e Ull. 
Section Tree M.S./Sq. 11 R.S./Sq. 11 Other 
-
Insec;ts. 
I G 0.045' 0.015 
K 0.013 0.375 
H 0.270 0.036 1 coccin .1 mealybug, 
J 0.444 o.o?~ ~ thriJ?§·l II 
II I 7.370 0.123 1 coccin. 
L 14. gso 9.010 3 It 1 tl 
t1 4. gQ J.aZlO 
III 14.8~0 0.320 1 mealybug. 
20.2 0 0.326 
10.930 0,248 
IV N 30. 510 0.050 
p 9.610 2.870 
• 
Q ~2.030 2e2!8 . & 
Tabl~ IX 
&verag~ numbers ot Red SccaJ,e and Mussel eca1e 
~er ~eat, samp1ed from Tr~es i n One RgW. 
TREE No. Total §c~eL!!eSl!: I . . Average Sca:Le/L§At 
Red HY~~eJ. ;Bed l:JY§~e~ 1 f1i: 11 4.66 3· 6 
2 i 232 ~:ii ?{.30 ~ 8 1lt5 48.33 11 165 3.66 55.00 g 4 93 1.33 31.00 ? 15'9 2. 33 53.00 
? 0 148 o.oo 49.33 
8 0 12 o.oo 4.oo 
9 0 11 o.oo 3.66 
10 0 106 o.oo ~5.~0 11 2 203 o.6o ?. 6 
13 1 72 0.33 24.00 
i~ 1~ 26 4.33 8,66 . 3 2.00 1.00 
15 4 24 1.33 8,00 
16 0 3 o.oo 1.00 
1? 2 10? 0 .• 66 35.66 
TABLE X 
Numbers of l.fussel Scale on FRUIT samples, April, 1954. 
Total Total Total Grand Dead Dead 
Tree. Larvae. Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. 
.. 
A. 
N. 49 33 1? 99 19 2 
s. 1~ 11 8 52 6 1 E. 61 32 251 19 7 
w. 19 4 8 31 2 0 
c. 30 9 6 45 3 2 
B. 
N. 21.1- 26 3 53 15 0 
s. 181 1? 13 211 5 1 
E. 64 44 i~ 121 20 5 w. 51. 17 82 6 4 
c. 34 27 13 74 3 3 
c. 
N. 0 0 2 2 0 1 
s. 85 34 14 133 8 J. 
E. 117 59 16 192 29 4 
w. 2 1 2 3l 1 0 c. 28 6 2 3 2 
D. 
6 N. 2 1 3 1 1 
s. 40 15 3 58 2 0 
E. 77 •20 2 99 5 1 
w. 9 1 1 11 1 0 
c. 75 12 6 93 4 1 
E. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 88 16 13 117 5 0 
E. 3~ 18 7 58 5 2 w. 1 0 5 1 0 
c. 54 9 ? 70 6 3 
F. 
N. 13 1 l 15 0 0 
s. 454 238 69 761 76 7 
E. 9~ 8 5 110 2 1 w. 0 3 9 0 0 
c. 
.1Z7 9~ 32 ,314 28 6 
TOTAL 2004 78? 322 3113 2?5 J..L._ 
_TjillLE XI 
Numbers of Mussel Sc~e on FRUIT samples, May, 1954. 
Total Total Total Grand Dead Dead 
Tree . Larvae . Males. Females. Total. !-iales. Females . 
A. 
N. 46 45 25 116 29 11 
s . 242 104 109 4-55 45 16 
E. 14 9 10 33 2 0 
w. 14 7 14 35 4 4 
c. 215 63 62 340 18 7 
B. 
N. 10 4 4~ 19 4 1 s. 149 128 325 48 10 
E., 13 5 7 24 4 1 
w. 67 31 19 117 9 6 
c. 113 57 27 197 28 1 
c. 
N. 1 1 0 2 0 0 
s. 1~~ 76 32 245 38 7 E .. 37 25 130 17 5 
w .. 1 2 4 7 1 1 
c. 116 75 29 220 50 11 
D. 
N. 47 7 1 ~ 2 0 s. 25 2 13 1 1 
E. 41 26 11 78 16 2 
w. 6 3g 3 12 2 1 c. 141 22 199 17 3 
E. 
N. 1 0 0 1 0 0 
s. 230 60 35 325 2g 0 E. 151 14 22 187 3 
w. 3 0 1 4 0 0 
c. 729 171 63 963 52 2 
F. 
N. 18 6 7 31 4 2 
s. 421 248 110 779 167 26 
E. 295 63 67 425 36 14 
w. 124- 21 24 169 11 11 
c. 164 59 56 279 23 12 
TOTALS _)_602 1360 851 5813 679 158 
- · .... 
~LE XII 
Numbers of Mussel Scale on Fruit samples, June, 1954. 
Total - Total Total Grand Dead Dead 
Tree. Larvae. Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. 
-
-A. 
N. 258 129 101 488 72 10 
s. 1~i 19 16 174 9 t E. 43 30 134 15 \v. 18 15 9 42 9 1 
c. 652 504 149 1305 238 17 
B. 
N. 22 7 10~ 3~~ 5 2 s. 163 94 40 13 E. 65 44 27 13 23 1 
w. 6 2 5 13 1 1 
c. 275 147 59 481 73 3 
c. 
N. 105 28 19 152 22 4 
s. 77 16 10 103 7 2 
E. 319 113 73 505 64 9 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 139 39 30 208 18 6 
D. 
N. 37 4 J 50 2~ 2 s. 103 41 1§~ 8 E. 55 8 22 3 4 
w. 29 2g 
18 52 3 1 
c. 49 41 116 11 11 
E. 
N. 0 4-~ 1 4 2 0 s. 209 48 305 32 9 
E. 213 54 29 296 21 7 
w. 22 2 5 29 1 0 
c. 122 48 22 192 10 3 
F. 
N. 115 29 7 151 18 7 
s. 677 272 131 1080 142 17 
E. 592 219 114 925 95 15 
w. 0 0 1 1 0 1 
c. 291 78 59 428 41 5 
, .....___.._ ........ 
- -··-
TOTAL 4813 2037 1192 8042 1005 172 
J'.@LE XIII 
Numbers of Mussel Scale on FRUIT sa.mP.1es 2 Jul.,Y. 2 
'Total Total · Total ·· · Grand Dead 
12 54. _ _.:.._ 
Dead 
Tree. Larvae . Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. 
A. 
N. 152 52 lf-9 253 32 8 
s. 3g5 192 74 601 119 12 E. 2 9 34 ~ 360 18 6 w. 370 113 537 40 11 
c. 249 202 127 578 131 9 
B. 
N. 38 6 9 53 4 5 
s. 470 201 130 801 125 19 
E. 137 16~ 29 2~9 li 7 w. 225 52 3 3 1~ c. 166 68 58 292 42 
c. 
N. l~g 8 5 36 5 2 s. 87 3? ~~ 42 6 E. 350 61 31 15 6 
w. 10 0 1 11 0 0 
c. 377 242 63 682 105 8 
D. 
N. 23 0 2 25 0 1 
s. 111 12 11 lilt 5 1 E. ~3 36 32 1 1 27 6 w. 14 8 85 6 0 
c. ar 62 26 169 35 4 
E. 
N. 22 2 7 lg~ 1 3 s. 142 20 21 4 7 
E. 123 9 7 139 4 2 
w. 7 0 2 9 0 1 
c. 98 12 17 127 3 9 
F. 
N. 41 0 0 41 0 0 
s. 131 ~i 14 168 15 2 E. 236 28 330 47 7 
w. 6 0 1 7 0 1 
c. 97 44 23 164 24 2 
TOTAL 4643 1745 955 7343 963 166 
TABLE XIV 
Numbers of Mussel Scale d>n LEAF samples, April, 1954. 
Total Total Total Grand- Dead Dead 
Tree. Larvae. Mal~. Females. Total. Males. Females. 
UJ2• Low. Up.!..koW. U"£• Low. DE· Low. U:Q . Low. U:Q . Low. 
A. 
N. 7 1 10 10 10 0 2'7 11 4 0 1 0 
s. 10 ~ 2 1 1 0 13 4 0 1 0 0 E. 15 12 3 4 1 31 8 0 0 0 0 
w. 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 
c. 3 2 3 0 0 1 6 3 1 0 0 0 
B. 
N. 6 0 6 0 0 0 12 0 3 0 0 0 
s. 65 9 43 6 12 1 120 16 15 5 2 0 
E. l 2 15 3 3 0 23 5 7 0 1 0 w. 1 1~ 1 0 0 9 2 1 1 0 0 c. 32 17 1? 6 10 52 44 3 8 2 4 
c. 
N. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
s. 4 0 3 1 2 0 9 1 2 1 0 0 
E. 5 1 1 4 1 1 7 6 1 4 1 1 
w. 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 7 13 4 5 3 1 14 19 1 4 3 0 
D. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. ~ 0 5 0 0 0 8 0 2 0 0 0 E. 1 2 1 0 0 6 2 1 1 0 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 2 1 4 0 3 0 9 1 4 0 0 0 
E. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 17 2 11 1 3 0 31 3 4 1 3 0 
E. 7 2 0 0 0 1 ? 3 0 0 0 1 \v . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. · 0 0 5 1 1 0 6 1 3 1 0 0 
F. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 10 0 14 2 4 0 28 2 4 2 1 0 
E. 9 7 3 0 2 0 14 7 2 0 0 0 
w. 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 1 18 4 j9 1 ? 6 64 3 29 0 1 
XlTAL 219 84 169 95 57 23 445 202 62 58 15 7 
-
Jill. = Upper surface of leaf, and~· = Lower surface. 
TABLE XV 
Numbers of Mussel Scale on LEAF samples, June, 1954. 
Total Total Total Grand Dead Dead 
Tree. Larvae. 1-fales. Females. · Total. Males. Femal.es. 
Up. Lmv. Up. Low. Up. Lol'T. Up. Low. Up. Low. Up. Low. 
A. 
N. 20 2 22 5 9 l 51 8 17 4 i 0 s. 21 21 33 98 7 13 61 132 21 87 13 
E. 8 1 9 1 2 2 19 4 6 1 2 0 
w .. 1~ 0 7 1 2 0 14 1 2 1 0 0 c. 18 101 40 26 1 171 59 64 30 12 1 B. 
N. 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 34 2 18 1 1 1 
'i 4 14 1 0 1 E. 3 2 1 2 2 2 6 1 1 1 0 
w. 5 0 0 0 0 0 g 0 0 0 0 0 c. 3 11 1 8 4 3 22 1 4 1 1 
c. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
E. 11 ? 13 7 0 6 24 20 6 2 0 3 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. ? 4 9 6 5 0 21 10 7 4 4 0 
D. 
N. 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 
s. 18 3 6 0 1 0 25 3 2 0 0 0 
E. 21 7 20 9 8 4 49 20 14 8 4 2 
w. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 28 8 6 4 8 2 42 14 5 3 7 1 
E. 
N. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 7 g 1 2 2 0 10 ? 1 1 0 0 E. 8 7 2 0 0 15 10 5 1 0 0 
w. 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
c. 26 8 10 1 10 1 46 10 8 1 3 1 
F. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 8 4 14 3 1 0 23 7 7 2 1 0 
E. 14 1 7 3 6 6 27 10 6 3 2 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 9 5 6 1 5 1 20 7 5 1 1 0 
TOTAL 304 117 293 ill 100 43 697 355 193 156 l.J-7 23 
TAJ3_!.~ J..JJ. 
Numbers of Mussel Sccle on LEAF samples, J uly, 1954. 
Totr..l Total Total Grand Dead Dead 
Tree. Larvae. Males. Females. Total. Males. Fema~es. 
~-"· ·---
Up . Low. Up . Low. Up . Lovr. Up. Low. Up . Low. Up . Low. 
-A. 
N. 7 9 6 8 6 1 19 18 5 4 0 0 
s. 15 1 13 2 2 1 30 4 13 1 1 0 
E. 9 2 7 8 2 3 18 13 7 7 2 3 
w. 10 12 15 10 6 1 31 23 14- 9 1 , ..!.. 
c. 10 26 18 21 5 5 33 52 12 15 1 1 B. 
N. 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 
s. 27 23 17 31 6 10 50 6>-t 15 23 3 2 
E. 12 2 7 1 4 ~ 23 8 3 1 0 1 w. il-4 2 17 11 4 65 21 il 11 2 0 c. 18 lr4 23 35 9 8 50 87 23 2 1 
c. 
N. 1 2 3 2 0 0 4 4 3 1 0 0 
s. 5 6 9 6 8 0 22 12 1~ ~ 1 0 E. 13 2 14 5 1 0 28 ~ 0 0 w. 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 11 7 4 1 3 2 18 10 4 1 1 0 
D. 
N. 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 
' 
0 1 2 4 1 10 . 3 1 1 0 0 
E. 0 2 0 0 0 6 0 1 0 0 0 
w. 4 2 3 1 0 0 7 3 3 1 0 0 
c. 12 7 11 6 6 1 29 1lt 1;- 5 0 0 
E. 
N. 2 0 1 0 4 0 7 0 1 0 0 0 
s. 4 2 6 2 2 1 12 5 5 1 1 1 
E. 2 1 1 0 1 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
c. 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 4 0 1 0 0 
F .. 
.N . 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 8 1 2 1 0 1 10 3 2 0 0 0 
E. 0 8 1 0 1 1 2 9 0 0 0 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 29 1 32 6 23 0 84 7 22 5 17 0 
TOTAL 254 168 211;- 163 99 50 567 381 164 118 32 10 
TABLE XVII 
Numbers of Mussel Scale on LEAF sampl es, August, 1954. 
Total-- Total Total Grand Dead Dead 
Tree. Larvae . Males. Females. Total . Males. Females . 
~· ---co--· Up . Low. Up . Low. Up . Low. Up . Low. Up. Low. Up . Low. 
A. 
N. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 10 2 10 2 3 5 23 9 ? 2 1 1 
E. 8 1 1 l 0 0 9 2 1 1 0 0 
w. 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
c. 28 18 41 14 18 4 8? 36 30 10 4 1 
B. 
N. 5 1 3 1 4 1 1 2 3 2 0 0 0 
s. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
E. ~ 3 2 0 0 1 5 4 1 0 0 1 w. 0 4 0 2 0 14 0 2 0 0 0 
c. ? ? 3 0 5 2 15 9 3 0 0 0 
c. 
N. 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 34 6 21 ? 17 2 72 15 15 5 4- 1 
E. 1 0 3 0 1 1 5 1 0 0 1 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 16 18 21 6 10 4 4? 28 12 3 3 1 
D. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 1 2 5 11 5 7 1 30 11 11 11 1 0 
E& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 33 2 17 3 11 3 61 8 13 3 2 0 
E. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 29 5 16 2 5 6 50 13 4 2 1 4 E. 11 0 9 1 5 0 2 5 1 1 1 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 36 2 32 11 2 1 ?0 14 28 4 1 0 
F. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s .. 5 0 4 0 1 0 10 0 2 0 1 0 
E. 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 2 8 0 1 0 4 2 13 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 256 Bo 198 54 91 35 545 169 138 42 20 9 
- ---
ll@1J5 )I:YJ I I 
Numbers of Mussel Scale on LEAF samples, September, 1954. 
Total Total Total Grand Dead Dead-
Tree. Larvae. Males. Females. Total. Hales. Females. 
Up. Low. Up. Lovl. Up. Low. Up. Lou. Up. J.,o,.,. Up. Lov-1. 
--A. 
Jq . 2 0 2 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 
s. 6 0 1 0 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 
E. 1l 2 19 3 4 2 38 7 15 3 0 0 w. 0 2 1 1 0 4~ 1 2 1 0 0 c. 20 7 16 11 6 3 21 11 5 2 0 
B. 
N. 1 0 2 1 1 1 4 2 0 1 0 1 
s. 28 4 8 5 7 2 43 11 5 5 3 0 E. 12 1 7 1 5 1 24- 3 2 1 2 0 
\-1. 8 0 14 1 3 0 25 1 12 0 0 0 
c. 44 35 24 39 20 9 88 83 12 13 2 0 
c. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 2b 9 43 6 11 1 74 16 26 5 0 0 
E. 15 5 7 5 3 0 25 10 3 5 2 0 
l)/ . 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
c. 24 22 12 11 2 4 38 37 3 10 0 3 
D. 
N. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 16 10 10 5 3 1 29 16 10 0 0 0 
E. 3 1 5 0 i 0 11 1 4 0 2 0 w. 30 1 9 0 0 45 1 i 0 0 0 c. 16 4 11 10 3 2 30 16 5 2 0 
E. 
li . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
s. 23 4 8 11 10 2 41 17 4 10 1 0 E. 15 0 6 2 ,., 0 28 2 0 2 0 ( 
'1[. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 6 1 3 1 1 0 10 2 2 1 0 0 
F. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 10 2 ·2 Q . 1 0 13 2 2 0 0 0 
E. 12 0 7 0 4 0 23 0 7 0 2 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 6 4 6 0 2 0 14 4 4 0 1 0 
TOTAL 340 113 224 114 105 28 669 255 14o 65 22 4 
T@LE XIX 
Numbers of Mussel Scale on LEAF sampl es, October, 1954-
Total Total Tota..1 Grand Dead Dead 
Tree. Larvae . Males. Females. Total . Mal es. Females. 
-~P · Lmv. Up._Low. U1:: . Low. ,!Jp_,.. L,9w. ~~ow. Up. Lovr • . A. 
N. 15 0 7 0 3 1 25 1 5 0 2 0 
s. 49 4 27 5 10 0 86 9 15 5 3 0 
E. 23 4 12 5 1 0 36 9 11 4 1 0 
w. 2 0 0 0 1 0 22i 0 0 0 1 0 c. 151 23 52 38 23 12 73 38 30 6 2 
B. 
N. 5 0 2 0 2 0 89 0 2 0 1 0 s. ~i 9 30 5 6 2 7§ 16 1~· 3 0 1 E. 12 45 29 7 5 46 40 29 3 3 
w. 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
c. 16 5 4 4 2 3 22 12 4 2 0 1 
c. 
N. 2 2 2 0 0 2 4 4 2 0 0 2 
s. 5l 30 71 28 15 8 137 66 62 19 7 4 
E .. 20 11 79 13 29 4 128 28 70 13 9 1 
w. 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 31 23 6 15 1 l.~o 38 lJ-2 5 8 0 0 
D. 
Ne 1 0 2 0 0 0 2~ 0 1 0 0 0 s. 17 5 10 1 1 1 7 10 0 0 0 
E. 66 42 24 10 9 3 9~ 55 15 4 1 0 w. 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
c. 93 18 29 9 2 3 124 30 18 7 1 0 
E. 
N. 15 0 1 1 3 0 19 1 0 1 0 0 
s. 88 23 56 ~ 24 0 168 26 27 2 0 0 E. 38 5 10 10 1 58 10 8 2 0 0 
w. 0 0 2 0 1 0 9~ 0 2 0 1 0 c. 69 25 12 15 17 3 43 ? 6 0 1 
F. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 80 15 59 9 21 0 160 24 50 5 9 0 
E. 30 4 3 1 8 1 4o 6 2 0 l 0 
vi. 2 l 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
c. 53 14 14 7 5 6 72 27 11 6 1 6 
TOTAL 1002 276 559 202 202 59 175? 535 420 146 47 21 
TABLE XX 
Numbers of Mussel Scale on LEAF samples, November, 122+· 
Total Total Total Grand Dead Dead 
Tree. Larvae. Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. 
Up . Lovr. Up. Low. Up. Low. Up. Lmv. Up .. Low. Up. Low. 
A. 
N. 78 10 60 10 21 3 159 23 ~~ 10 5 1 s. 61 101 ~~ 135 15 29 189 265 117 7 20 E. 6o 17 2 11 4 85 23 10 2 6 2 
w. 25 7 5 0 1 0 ~~ ? 4 0 0 0 c. 40? 56 9~ 39 45 28 123 63 29 17 3 
B. 
N. 43 1 1 1 2 1 6 3 1 1 0 0 s. 4 6 2 4 1 57 7 
1l 
2 0 0 
E. 5~ 5 17 2 14 0 87 7 2 2 0 
w. 15 10 0 0 1 0 16 10 0 0 0 0 
c. 93 125 24 15 15 7 132 147 19 13 5 1 
c. 
N. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 94 139 78 51 25 14 197 204 52 44 10 2 
E. ?2 20 63 16 23 1 158 37 48 15 9 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 100 99 72 31 17 8 189 138 47 19 7 4 
D. 
N. 4~ 5 2 1 0 1 5 7 1 . 0 0 0 s. 32 34 17 8 19 90 68 24 10 2 5 
E. 38 2 31 4 15 1 84 ? 29 3 4 1 
vl. 2 J 1 1 2 1 5 9 1 0 0 1 c. 27 11 2 7 1 45 49 5 2 0 0 
E. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 26 1 1~ 1 ~ 2 32 4 2 1 1 0 E. 38 2 2 0 5? lt 11 .. 2 0 0 
w. 4 1 1 0 0 0 5 1 1 0 0 0 
c. 42 40 ?. 2 4 1 53 43 rJ ~ 0 0 ) 
F. 
N. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s. 85 105 33 1l.f. 14 2 132 121 17 5 3 2 
E. 4 7 1 0 0 0 5 7 1 0 0 0 
w. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. 62 89 14 9 12 7 88 105 9 3 3 2 
TOTAL 1521 931 667 357 264 131 ~452 1419 466 282 81 44 
.!fmLE .XJJ.. 
Relative Numbers of the Ant Phei~ole .m.egaceghal~, 
~d. Scal.e and Mus_lli._§_~ on Thl;,rt~!} Orange_j'rees . 
Total for Av. No. .Ants per 
Tree. Scale sp. 6 Le..~:ves. per Leaf •. 10 mins. TemJ?..~F.!- _ 
1. Mussel 3 o.go Boo 73-5 Red 5 o .. 3 
2. Hussel 131 21.83 726 76.0 
Red 1 0.17 
3· Mussel 778 129.83 6olt 75.0 Reel 22 3·67 
4 .. Mussel 45 7.50 486 ?6.0 
Red 3 0.50 
5. Mussel 4 1.~3 478 77.0 Red 11 1. 3 
6. Mussel 539 90 .. 00 4-68 ??.0 
Red 1 0 .1? 
7· Mussel 1585 264-.1? 454 7?.0 Red 16 2.67 
8. Mussel 24 4.oo 362 ?8.0 
Red 1 0.17 
9. Mussel 228 38.00 339 ??.r; 
Red 1 0.17 
10. Mussel 152 2Z:~~ 321 75.0 Red 4 
11. Mussel 5?8 96.~3 213 77-5 Red 10 1. 7 
12. Mussel li~ 28 ~83 178 77.0 Red 3-00 
13. Mussel 488 81.33 120 75.0 
Red 2 0.33 
TABLE XXII 
Co~ts made of the Ant 2Jl..~jjo1e ID§'tt,a_se~hal~ 
.~m Orange Tree 2 24-.6 . ~2 2.7. 2!::!:2 1~~· 
of Ants. ••c- -·-· ~fo. of Ju"'1 ts. No. 
TeruE,oF. _ _ i__1!me . Time. Up. Down. Up. Dovm. Tem]2. ° F. 
_g4 .6. 52!· 2 '!.D~J cortt. 1 
o6.3o 0 0 34.00 13.45' 238 236 1:8.00 
o6.45 0 0 33-75 14.00 228 226 68.00 07.00 0 0 33.50 14.15 265 216 67.00 
07.15 0 0 33.00 14.30 242 200 68.00 
0?.~0 0 0 33 . 25 14-.35 269 194 6?.00 0?. 5 0 0 32.00 15.00 292 223 6?.00 08.00 0 0 33.25 15.15 302 241 6?.00 
08.15 0 0 37.25 15-~0 328 24-8 67.00 
o8.30 8 1 41.00 15. 5 §~ 261 6? .00 08 .lt5 85 30 42.50 16.oo 28§ 65.00 09.00 100 96 46.00 16.15 3g2 22 64.50 09.15 156 141 48.75 16.ao 3 2 22~ 62.00 09.~0 142 124 52.50 
1 
16. 5 377 22 59-50 
09. 5 ll6 ?6 56.75 1?.00 li-~8 ~48 ryz.oo 17.15 3 3 10 56.00 k.Z.Qj-. 
~.~. 
10.00 119 116 64.50 
10.15 129 144 65.25 17 .~o 321 252 51.00 
10 .~0 157 164 65.75 1?. 5 296 387 50.00 10. 5 152 147 63 .00 18.00 18~ 318 52.00 11.00 176 1?1 62.25 18 .15 38 301 52 .00 
11 .15 20~ 200 64.00 18.~0 206 266 50.25 
u.ao 16 206 68.50 18. 5 282 226 49.25 11 ft 5 198 222 68.25 19.00 320 242 47.00 
12.00 179 22~ 68 .00 19.15 322 300 45.25 12.15' 224 20 69 .. 00 19-~0 253 352 45.25 12.~0 188 236 69.25 19. 5 247 376 4;.oo 12. 5 No readin~s taken. 20.00 236 3~ 44.00 13.00 193 23 68.25 20 .1.5 190 ~54 43.50 13.15 249 222 68.00 20.~0 161 4-3 .oo 
13·30 234 237 68 .00 20. 5 158 256 lt-5 .oo 
21 .00 157 2~0 45.00 21 . 15 173 1 3 45.00 
TABLE XXIII 
Counts of tile Ant Pneido1e megacJmha1e on Orange Tree 
--16.11.54 and 17 .11.54. 
0 i' -:A.n t s • 0 Nos . Travel Time( sees.) Date. Time. Temp. F. Rel. Hum . Up . Down. Up. Down. 
--·-.. -
16.U.5lt o6.oo 51-r.o 93.0 70 16 7'5 ,_. , 
o6 .. lt5 61.0 8').0 87 26 34 30 
07.30 68.5 62.5 ?0 45 25 28 
08 .15' 73-0 57 .o 65 95 15 12 
09.00 72·5 44.0 75 115 21 11 
09.45 75.0 38.0 92 107 20 16 
10.30 Bo.o 36.0 96 117 14 18 
11.15 80.0 ~.0 101 111 i~ 10 12.00 83.0 .o 90 100 15 
12.45 81.0 41.0 111 79 18 15 
13-30 81.0 39·5 81 ~g 14 10 llt.15 80.0 38 . 5 79 18 15 
15.00 80.0 39·5 70 7~· 17 14 
15.45 ?8 . 5 42.5 106 64 20 17 
16.30 74.0 lt8.5 80 75 18 14 
17.11.54 17.15 70.0 6o.o 96 74 17 20 
18.00 6?.0 66.5 ~~ 69 17 22 18.45 64.0 72.0 122 ~§ 23 19.30 62.0 79.0 66 81 2lt 
20.15 62 .0 84 .0 59 71 32 27 
~LE XXIV 
Counts of the Ant Pheido1e megacephala on Australian 
- -- _. ----
Flame Tree 18.11.54 and 19.11.54. 
Ixos . of Ants. Travel Tim.e( sea 
Date. Time. Temp.°F. Rel. Hum. Up. Down . Up. Down. 
18.11. 54 10.15 66.0 6~ .. 0 62 L~ 18 13 12.15 74.5 5 .o 117 1 . 9 17 
14.15 73.5 60.0 225 162 20 10 
16.15 69.0 73-0 132 17~ 16 13 18 .15 65.0 85.5 127 15 18 23 
20 .15 64.0 92.0 1t~2 96 19 17 
22.15 63.0 9~-0 91 101 22 18 19.11.54 00 .. 15 61.5 9 .o 72 8? 19 30 
02.15 62.5 94.0 8? 105 20 25 
04.15 64.0 92.0 89 83 18 15 
06.15 65.0 ~1.0 113 142 22 20 08 .15 67.5 3-0 80 118 i~ 15 10.15 ~5 .. 0 90.0 101 92 22 
